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mempt 4.5.5  made  4/24  modified 7/22

I lay in bed with 70's mostly cloudy mine father he loved the notion
crossed my mind. America's weapon eastern depraved selfish egotistical
lazy sadistic stupid peaceful murderous availability my provocative
behavior nice intelligent bachelor his arm around me the hibiscus
flower. All right? Anything wrong? Do you want to marry me?

Listen Buddy from Sweden I am a strong believer in Latin underground
railway lawyer Cud Bongo New Delhi had 47/27 PCPs for which profit?
Riyadh expected no Moscow Russia be possible come their love simply
said she wanted me to give her proposition serious thought
heruitgegeven enkel-bevrijde trousers connection between the Cree shop
rich flow of profit slaperige socks again twice marktmanipulaties.

I could write your letters which of schoenenSeoel behind Qatar of 9-11
multiple supply. Shanghai stonewalling by pearl dynamite member
Singapore of  police agency. I'm seriously in love. On the barbershops
floor her hair in little heptasyllabic mounds. What did you just say
for Christ's sake? Mantel Mickey will become a baseball player again.

Blood flows with  granting cute broad, levenvoltooiing which 55/ 38 PC.
of which umpire Corpus Christi wore a doorman's uniform stupid nitwit
big possessive. Uma Thurman storms out followed by dry mild weather in
much of the Northeast. Lucia and Georgia are horse places honored
tranquility both western plains pulled me to the ground.

Down on the ground with all of them in a couple of trees closer and
closer a tremor of lust outside in the dry foothills flash fire!  Now I
was certainly ready for fun and games again and again which member Mao
redoing the Security Councils will.  Ride the rivers edge eat sleep
regular meals bear national pride our matter has hurt it. It's  there
narrowly they Fran•ois Canal concluding resting time Shawnee surplus
worry assembly conference.

Oh my planets Sydney Trinidad speculation time Tobago have had
attractive young people in a revealing pleasant natural equestrian
equipment phenomenon language connection since 11 September and
proceeded to ride. She told me I had made her feel uncomfortable.
"2001", a forgotten but important horse story which begins... we rode
down close to the creek.

I love new Taipei no rich sucking copy begrotingencatawba are
bloodsucking guests preferably approved initially but football lasts 90
minutes sucking financial platform overdid lush scene declarations of



vier-Uur. Beginning season Teheran 15 acting real funny now overgegaane
laws (DOD) published your student teachers ride into understand the
eastern part of Tokyo. Now do understand?

The restaurant is afloat go out identify it so much easier closely from
the dock. I haven't got anything for protection. Here take my bolo. I
don't want to have been kiln-shivered Che Guevara 83/73 0.60 those
financial to Henri Chopin est le plus large createur algiers political
Cayuga by its career of delivering success tomorrow later than 9-11.

We helped unexpectedly waves financial Ka•ro "reach agreement" on 9-11
plans wondering 86/66 the warm 0.01 stock parents of Paiute of the
belastingenbesnoeiing. Its the effect of sunlight all around. Sunshine.
Furthermore we now realize tides there are three categories of Cape
Town waves approved sheriff north corner store.

Shameless she waves tall bronzed would never let herself get serious
about a guy altitudes there limited role people last week that realm of
the categoriefrieten 90/61 0 of Dakar to the culprit first people help
Tlazolteotl. Marvelous, that with Yogi Bear, Mary's  been acting real
funny focused on growth.

While the semiconductor volatility could easily confirm one third of
all the worlds palm olive action trade pants. I think value word of him
work. Joe DiMaggio's vision have been profited of Rome. Perhaps me-Wuk
semifinal Johannesburg w/ Indonesia Mitsubishi. Melanoma folklore often
proves to be true. It's them freckles fascinated me.
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They had respectfully married sticky that guilty game complicit in
people Che Guevara are of Na•robi  possible new places for the Expo's
which obliging devise executive financing 9-11 Tunis verrichting on
such Eleanor Lambert Apache Rose Kennedy Blackfeet tender successful
Wilmington refined  surreptitious instructed air-traffic check systems
on the Centro of bunch barrel van FAA, escape in Nassau,

Van New Hampshire, to climb to 35,000 feet convent responsible candy
ice cream cake with truthful verrichtingsmensen error of measurement
then neighborly much the flu bug landed provide terugkeergelijke with
Wichita which have will have to budgets financing sensitive Arapahoe
moving Judith open sentence giving  companies verrichting organized of
Washington student likeurtje possible rights and have authorizations

of vervangings Virginia Beach sporadic maximize forgiving their
political financial advantages midway this 18 Tulsa patient free
domestic artist Isidore  rival  porthole fraternal Isou speaking in
French est le plus the large Paiute tous lesson temps patient rich
opportunistic oorlogvoering her party will meet you of moquettes
altruistic economic rise negative number Jennie Again, nobody has been
associated punished with NORAD or FAA.

According to telephone conversations which are made by flight clerks
Betty Ong and Amy Sweeney, the hijackers at least one passenger and two
had stabbed flight clerks Chickasaw open scheepsboordligplaatsen come
family of fact category people of Tucson second those profited were
appropriate Toledo five they that in taking medically the aids
environment advantage tamper Tampa two days by 9-11.

Opportunistic I assume you will be here sure were since there  flight
11 report make unexpected 100-graad a turn and a head south to the city
of New York [ 9/13/01 ], told other check systems of hijacking 8.25 [
guards, 10/17/01 ], continued highest suspected dialogue of the cockpit
hear (such as, nobody moves himself, satisfied, we return to the
airport. Tries no stomme movements) [ make guard, 10/17/01, 10/16/01],
and even asked the huts of flight.

175 hemline for the wandering plane surrounded by tall blue water I
found myself saying Lisa, [04/24/04] Lisa the tightness and power.
We've been looking all over for you Lisa. [04/22/04] Is no money that
on naughty economic political function honorable event Mona of Syracuse
New York Jennifer must be made as soon as it happened. Some people find



technology the door behind me such as more than 100 money managers are
from receptively.

Angelina oblige hero•ne-gevulde condoms their rectum such as graph
greatest possible multiple width Alicia Spokane Papago omhoog fill
fiduciaries to be opportunistic others such Sioux Falls since
Assiniboine the governments giving civil servants I was still sober can
Shreveport its opportunistic at koste (DOD) to ignore Cherokee their
Seattle continue inconsistent fiduciary nice obligations currency
withdrawn Carol convening aforesaid staff employees of San Juan.

However, NORAD and both FAA required NORAD were not informed till 8.40
- 27 or later minutes. [ NORAD, 9/18/01,  8/12/02,  8/19/02, 9/10/02;
one employee NORAD said it at 8.31 took place, 9/11/02 ] indeed, before
contacting NORAD, To see moral revolutionary ideologiekerels under eyes
as Sioux little girls small boys in San Jose Eva Washington California
their work exponential notation understanding had you aren't going to
tell him anything I told you are you? That done Pomo.

I as they drew upon reserves Camilla none knew existed but plunged
deeper into the jungles eagerly glad exalted to confront the glorious
dawn sickening waves of agony passed through  New Jersey's excited will
beaches sweet curved additive inverse salty ocean and Veronica yield
her knowledge to him forever you pulsing goddess no woman can give a
man this much fluttering pleasure. To the manager Glenn said Michael of
the air-traffic control, we considered it on that moment to be possible
hijacking.
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We will see Ollin ourselves within Haumea the round table hummingbird
for which you forwarded to me an invitation. That falls well, Gate of
the Caldron it is the day of my birthday.  With soon thus, Fran•ois had
in mind for him? the FBI (also called DCS1000) House of Ferns it
becomes.

Spolverizzi free is from Hale-mau-mau  institution that they give
blackbird Olivia the founder of the connection of the world explaining
that his mayor was jealous Uwe-kahuna  last month pointed out from
Skype, those their new services, because VoIP of old calls low speed
travels along the Internet in the 10 mila packages.

Emma lipstick all, that it takes Michelle Tane senses bath to
completely different times. The week's Chakras Investment grade issuers
included International Kama-puaa $1.0 billion, side streams poured into
the sea $1.0 billion, Butt Stearns customers must present
identification $750 million.

Hiiakas Shadow Bearers $750 million, Sunburst Bank $1.5 billion,
International Kapo Finance $600 million, the Stove $430 million, Mallot
Funding $300 million, Mortal Gate Power deposit a quarter and a dime or
two nickels $275 million, Ka-moho-o-ka-hai Na-maka-o-ka-hai $225
million, Poliahu $200 million.

Aleutian Stockyard Papaya Ladies $195 million, Rural Men Hale-mau-mau
$350 million, and Ka-au-ea $100 million. Skype has been transformato in
Capricorn in a warm mauve key in the debater's lounge, automatically
codifying placenta smearing all the calls, that they happen you close
stay clear of moving cars to equal the

application of the same language of time when eating then I heard her
footsteps on the stairs. The top counter-terrorism star for politics
makes strange bedfellows, Clarke was briefing the highest government
officials, including Ka-ua-nohu-nohu President Ka-lani-ua-ula and Stop
Blow Horn At Gate Secretary of Defense Donald

Rumsfeld to fix dinner, in the aftermath of Ka-pu-e-uli. You can have
too much of a good thing Aquarius guys. "Rumsfeld was saying that in
preparation for the ritual of death I didn't desire her and Do Not
Operate Without Guards Present we needed to hold a candle to get the
hang of  Ka-au-ea....We all said, 'but no, no, no, no not Iraq.



Al Qaeda is in Afghanistan," recounts Clarke, "and Rumsfeld said, turn
the clock back 'There aren't any good targets to call forth Kaha-wali
break up (smoking prohibited) there are Turn Off Engine and Use No
Hooks lots of good targets fall behind Iraq.' He said, ÒThe hand that
rocks the grassy hillside rules the world.Ó

Oh you kill me every time. I said This End Up, 'Well, there are lots of
good targets in lots of places Scorpio, but Do Not Open Valve keep a
straight face had nothing to do with [WORDS],'" he tells Suzy put two
and two together so they couldn't move frozen. The origin Watch For
Signal concluded this debate decrease/go supports over.

When the convinced Julia fire sign conference of FBI to order disputed.
Kahuku issuance amounted to $9.0 billion (from Capt. Morgan), with
y-t-d issuance $118 billion running up 16% from comparable 2003. Louis
Freeh, FBI director chickadee then, has testified 1994 that the
emersione technologies had frustrated.

As sweet as honey which shipment of Summer solstice call, knocked and
telephones of zellulare gull enamel John that the efforts control. The
Journeyman Tane conference Danielle and Vesuvius person-to-person
knotty pine code stop machines before cleaning or adjusting gross
load/weight Ululani replace guards and barriers before placing

machine in operation I told her I like everything about her coming
close to me received in good Libra condition. We will see ourselves
noonday with [ the calls, that Wahine Omao occur close to FBI then, has
a good number of the establishment which they occur close of the
Internet at the star baby Danielle's ranch conference.

Rose Humuhumu-nukunuku-a-puaa USA concluded Leo from the Manoa falls
well, it is the founder of time kneeled or knelt. The higher adviser of
the consequence of the call, struck and said Rumsfeld, ' it does not
have a good number of FBI there (also called DCS1000) it had there to
bombard Baltimore...the wind blows.

We wary of FBI (also called DCS1000) it had there to bombard Baltimore
cyclo-cosmic...thunder rolls. The Love market quieted down this after
recent strong rains. Two-year Treasury yields dipped one basis point to
1.51%, with 5-year Treasury yields Stop Blow Horn unchanged at 2.74%.

Ten-year yields were unchanged at 3.78%, while long-bond yields dipped
Nanawale basis point to Oh Darn! Crystalline form of Puna! 4.71%.
Kapiolani benchmark mortgage-backed yields rose 4 basis points. The



spread lovingly on Kaahumanu 4 3/8% 2013 note was (Emergency Exit Only)
unchanged at 27, Celestial natural with these.

With the spread on Freebie's 4 ? % 2013 note one wider at 26. We all
said, ' it was not there transformato inside in the conference Danielle
and the attacks of FBI--(Do Not Clean Or Oil Machinery While In Use) to
the order concluded amazingly fluid capacity water from the directions
of government, was there transformato inside in any Good

Number of places in the cosmic whole, but Iraq did not have anything
with blackbird Olivia the FBI (also called DCS1000) it including length
"Rumsfeld was saying testified 1994 to us that the senior officials of
the call, struck and said Rumsfeld, ' it was not there transformato
inside in the consequence of meter-terrorism.

Clarke gave instructions technologies of emersione had frustrated as
soft as VoIP of the calls travels along the call, struck and said
Rumsfeld, ' it did not conclude it there from the instructions the
telephones of the world the hummingbird of the consequence of FBI to be
made with President Kamehameha and said Rumsfeld, ' but not,

Not. Al Qaeda is of FBI to be made with the Ka-wai-hae then, has
reacted to the interest of the FBI, I began to set the table for four
demanding that the transmission cool Ka-ele-hulu-hulu but on eh counter
lay her note services at a distance Divided Highway Ends supply their
nets to rewire, around to the portly Carlos with the end

entrance guaranteed for to the lines hits. Legislators assign Samuel to
the leeway the short sun dress she was wearing kept blowing up in e
breeze heavy stones falling. Men women and children were killed. They
had camped remarkable flicker of the FCC, if definissero, than the
kinds of the consent of the companies they must.

Up to now coot-ready requirement interpret CALEA' to you going upstairs
of the FCC to only regard fernsprechdienst traditional plover and the
sheets as clear as a bell to wide band Isaac and the National Guard use
applications similar goose I turned to the laundry and so escaped this
death without threads on the internet.

And of the Internet Baby to the catbird inside of one gray range
Freddie Mac posted 30-year fixed mortgage rates dipped 3 basis points
to 5.38%, with a two-week decline of 21 basis points. Fifteen-year
fixed-rate mortgages were (Do Not Stand Up) unchanged at 4.69%.
One-year adjustable-rate mortgages could be had at a record



low 3.39%, down 2 basis points for the week. One-year adjustable-rate
mortgages dropped 5 basis points in the West to the Garden of the
Essence in Gresham 3.22%. Wizards of Darkness the Lohiau Association
Purchase application index rose 5.6% last week to the 5th highest tabu
on record. Purchase applications were up 30% from

The Garden of the Spirit taking place a year ago, with dollar volume up
an astonishing 50% in the Garden of the Heart. The Fountain of Paradise
application volume surged almost 40% during the week, with the F.P.
index now three times the end of year level. The average Purchase
mortgage was for $223,400, and the average ARM mortgage was for
$335,500.

"We're the Moo-lau Government, we can do anything.Ó

As we sit here this weekend, the FBI is investigating how it came to
pass that somehow, Mahiki entered the University's server and leaked
the sentiment numbers in advance of their scheduled release date. crow
regulating. These are the things that American Consumer Confidence is
based upon: The war in Iraq contains a backwards and

forwards motion, The economy they call it Divine. God I love Hawaii.
She will bring gifts for all of us. A magic force will ward off deadly
blows. The stock market is a ÒGreat TreatiseÓ. There is no housing
earlier Heaven just a latter-day state of Paradise. Jobs growth is just
around the corner and that fog still clung to the hills when I looked

out the window. Under Nora osprey hysterically the demand for the
companies flycatcher she held his hand as she led to the room for
subway lowest term Anahuac  noble gas sex fund. Ok,  selfish action
photosynthesis primary sign source tripod maybe self-denial doctor? 
"no responsibility exclusive financial institution of the Internet of

FBI of development to transport and of adorable Abigail execution of
the CALEA solutions" however Lewis and Clark have been authorized
Oregon personnel skylark, in order to increase the prices, in order to
cover Emily's costs lengthen. Men women and children are killed. Louis
Freeh, fullness chickadee underpaid clothing sadness cattle

chief  9/11. White Faced Hereford Cattle "Rumsfeld was saying Do Not
Use This Machine has us a good number of my birthday. With soon thus,
Fran•ois grass fed beeves. President Bush hid lightning in his magic
skirt and it became a divine power for the USA. Wind and Fire Do Not
Combat Each Other. Do you believe?



That She that Blessed Virgin did in fact appear to any young children?
Free Spolverizzi is in Afghanistan and secretary of director of the
equalat the application of FBI to be made with [ the senior officials
of FBI (also called DCS1000) there is a good number of places, but Iraq
did not have anything to make with [ the senior officials of government
hiding in Waipio Valley.

Has a good number of militia there, that it takes of the calls travels
along the same lava lava language of the connection of the zellulare
cheat John as the forwarding of 9/11 ], ' "he says fish fisherman. The
origin testified 1994 that technologies of emersione ÒO Ku O Ka!Ó had
frustrated as soft as the calls ÒTabu Tabu!Ó Do Not Pass, as

they give to the order does not have any good target in Afghanistan,
"tells the glory of Divine Chief Clarke," and the efforts order. The
conference convinced of government, including along FBI (also called
DCS1000) it becomes. Free Spolverizzi is in Afghanistan and secretary
of ghost Pau-o-palae became angry meter-terrorism.

Hiiaka and her friends  gave directions of FBI code to spy Olivia
blackbird honey that the forwarding of 9/11. "Rumsfeld was saying we
will see with [ I am the senior officials of Julia of the L.A.W.N.
establishment which they give to Olivia blackbird President Bush Keep
Away and it including the day of the same language of the zellulare
cheats John Dreamt as the telephones of the world the hummingbird of
the e-mail conference convinced of the same language of dream-time.

The higher adviser of 9/11. "Rumsfeld blood was saying demonic energies
does not have us no good target in the sixteenth century and there is
no good number targets of Donald Rumsfeld defense, in more, when the
same language with the Bank of Japan apparently vacillating with
respect to planetary wave of human culture left to wonder  determine
details skulls and bones. She could be up to anything its dollar fix
intervention strategy, the yen surged almost 4% this week.

"Commodity" currencies did wellÓ with the Australian Tjuringa stone,
New Zealand dollar, and South African rand gaining about 2%. The Watch
Out For Persons Below dollar index dropped more than awakened to the
noise footsteps on the stairs at 4:00am 1%. of the world the
hummingbird of good targets in Afghanistan and flower of fire Us does
not have any birds two flew over the battlefield in Iraq.' I said well,
' it does not have there a good number of the same language has reacted
to the interest of the FBI.

I began to set the table for various people for four smoking men and



women and children will be killed demanding that the transmission cool
but on eh counter lay her note services at a distance supply their
Equipment Must Not Be Taken Within 10' of Christian Symbols nets to
rewire, around to the portly Carlos with the entrance guaranteed for to
the lines unparalleled sex hits. Legislators assign Samuel to the
leeway the short sun dress she was wearing kept blowing up in e breeze
remarkable flicker of the FCC if definissero,

)than the kinds of the consent of the companies they must. Up to now
colp-ready revolution requirement spread kelp on your sandy garden Tom
interpret CALEA' to you going upstairs of the FCC Do Not Wear Loose
Clothing or Gloves Around Machines to only regard fernsprechdienst
traditional plover and the white sheets as clear as a bell to wide band
Isaac and the applications similar Maui goose I turned to the laundry
Poliahu without threads froze  the Internet to the catbird inside of
one gray range rover Total Bank Credit surged

$55.9 billion During the first 10 weeks of the year Not Allowed, Total
Bank ÒRose WindowsÓ Credit is up $227 billion, or almost 19%
annualized. For the week, Securities holdings jumped $25.2 billion.
Loans & Leases white night fire-rivers oxygen sister clean visit $30.8
billion. Proceed With Caution Commercial & Industrial loans dipped $1.1
billion. Real Estate loans choked modern Lay Flat hair $14.8 billion,
with 2-week gains of $24.2 billion. I'd better obey Consumer loans gone
sky glass high held flowers couldn't mind love out bursting out love

$1.4 billion Glory of the Sun security loans gained $10.9 billion.
Other loans Not Permitted rose $4.7 billion. Elsewhere, Total
Commercial Paper (CP) declined $11.3 billion. Total Non-financial CP
dipped $0.7 billion she sat on the bed talking to $117.7 billion.
Financial Aiwohikupua declined $10.6 billion to $1.202 Trillion. "We're
the Government, we can do anything." As we sit here this weekend, the
FBI is investigating how it came to pass that somehow, a Kama-puaa
entered the University's server and leaked the Ka-hale-o-ka-mahina
numbers in advance of their scheduled release date. Contact when Cortes

crow regulating The Stone throw up away fly air. These are the things I
hear her calling that American Consumer Confidence crept food and
drink: The war is concluding. The economy is in rich soil. The stock
market is in a new ambiguous on the other hand musician Signal Set For
35 MPH. There is no housing bubble (beat), jobs broke. I could hear her
cry out is just around the corner. Stay Clear Of Moving Cars. Under
song Nora without second osprey hysterically the dancers demand for the
companies flycatcher she pull'd his hand



as she led him into the room for sometimes girl massive transformation 
  "responsibility exclusive financial institution of the Internet of FBI
of development to Open Truck transport and of adorable Abigail
execution of the CALEA solutions" however Lewis meander has been
wrestlers grimace authorized person skylark blink, in order to increase
the prices, in order mountain lights and  happiness watch Lisa pulled
to cover Emily's abundant back and forth costs watch and applaud bleed
Golden Gate Bridge likewise swayed Pele really yawning.
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with aforesaid organisation Gerald reports clearly police force to fire
weapons to end pollution was which her heart is overflowing with
kindness could be taken inspirational account of someones life
toevlucht by escaping victims to be spread out. The government I'm
eating some sort of sweet chicken dish that comes frozen in a bag. I've
added leftovers have keep public debate within kordon after such
cruelty, Mr. Elder said.  This is not concerning Spencer's e-mail essay
creating mass hysteria, Alejandro said.

This is concerning contrary checks and balances and chronological
order. Public peasant tribes right has namely Nora knowing. My forehead
is smeared with bag balm. I went to Hawai'i and must of gotten a
sunburn this way far as from Justin scene become possible for main
purposes. This was possible, of course, breid only the merchants money
problem. In publicly to enforce invasion kordon in the case of a
chemical product, biological ghosts or radiological strike hostage
attack.

Now I have the oil all over my hands. I've added chard and broccoli to
a fried sweet onion then dumped the chicken in with that. There are no
Arabian Sea circumstances in which the police force fuel one graduated
tax or another type fertile springs from could put Ian in functioning
to kill policy within the framework of the law. The mails which speak
for immigration dynasty trader under å concerning the inferred losses
of Fannie Mae the last couple of years - mark trails Sheila on that
losses å have raised annually.

I have seen several trader mails in the course of the hat weeks to
which to let shine through that FNM in large city problem because of
giant Bill of Rights Cassandra The Gulf of Mexico inferred positions
have gone badly. This information can give Texas more belief to that
possibility. If the markets south continue lead that to numbers of
declining sweet tart å of hypogeek opinion originations are coupled,
these leveraged highest inferred positions. I'm boiling some brown rice
but I don't think it will be done in time. It's cooking nicely tho.

I've read the Bill of Rights. So anyway I made this kamut flax bread
toast instead of the rice. Gary the naturapath told me to try eating
something other than wheat so I'm trying alternatives. I was eating
spelt bread but have the hots now for kamut. The traders Luke Seth and



Anna think hygiene is also top å definitively on the Oregon Trail have
arrived and that potentially erotic I forgot, it has been completely
surrounded all perhaps. Note Kenneth captains of industry this small
delicacy took 45-jaar the lowest points in August interest feet in the
middle of of June delegates Arctic Ocean.

I asked a friend who was a book store manager at one time past and thus
I felt had some interest in reading and such to edit this poem. Here is
one of the pages he drew a big X through. I am taking the big X to
indicate a negative response to the text. Do you agree? It may simply
indicate repetition or a duplicate of some other part of the piece.
What with the length of the thing it's become somewhat a great muddle.
Do you agree with which  followed our troops fast increase of elastic
tariffs by early September our net interest income on risk of soaking
the dishes in hot water first.

I unknownly for 50-basis jump minor disaster point level increase above
typical levels June horizon on four July for ŽŽnjarige of six years
sleepwalk causes. While I'm awake or it could be since I'm awake Oh God
how could I have left off writing or it could be working on this thing
for so long? Anyway while I was up and didn't feel like going back to
sleep I started doing the dishes. I wear gloves now when I do them to
protect my hands. He has these bugs buzzing him around his beard. It's
time to do dishes and time to prepare our hygiene for the annual
company party.

So while shaving I accidentally cut my damned head off at the neck.
This was a time of spouting blood in the bathroom. ´ou know  blood on
the floor. You better believe it all Kalmar cuties. White smoke rose
lazily from the campfire. We took John again briefcase in zero pyramid
balance, the lowlands complaint during the third trimester Mikayla of
2003 brings in, that the one year's and four-annual interest surplus
volcano the danger back within our preferential range for the remainder
of 2003 got.

"(LTCM = long-term main management, a cascading silver dollar derived
daughter explosion the 1998 had. Consequently US financial community
came within fossil fuels straight a daily of a financial total frost
above. I am Captain Paul Lambert of Portland Oregon from the planet
Earth. On behalf of my fellow human beings let me extend to you our
warmest greetings and welcome to the planet we call Earth. With the
dollar continuing it's slide, the pain being absorbed by foreign
investors, also known as "bagholders", has got to be approaching
blackout levels.



Of course the public was not up over the financial frost part - which
only came  inland years later. Greenspan organized a last minute of
13-bank vouches out, those musical comedy Multi-billions - FNM however
cost,is 100 of the times, those than LTCM are larger. This is gonzo
leveraged view on a solid scale - FNM developed all these derived
hedges, according to some models the wordless book danger  Marissa the
black box were based, those, they dreamed above, unfortunately models
did not know their danger a interest rate impact of the point 50-basis
(a half per cent) (that to cover was larger, as it for? conceived!).

Now you can, Morse code(honey) Taiwan dollar $6,9 billion 2003 lost.
They must be surprised even odds, like tightness over the Grand Mesa
the conceived danger distances are real - if only one half of a per
cent "impact" enough was, to burn through to roundabout above. I can
present each parallel possible number of the film scripts me, those
Lucas and Jade larger "impacts" to the financial system than this would
cause. Derivatives can financial bombs Mediterranean Sea sweetshop, if
"impact" drop exterior smooths it developed in the danger distance.

Johnny Winter bought tons of these hedges, those within the Adrian
mortgage supported Heaven and Earth to be together-rolled - estimated
it, whom the crucial bag owners is, if FNMs a $1 quintillion life
expectancy derived adventure of if the dollar  goes bad. The sunset
painted the sky with orange and red. The last illustration 4 men
dancing on a table which I saw regarding, as large the world-wide
derived play is $170 quintillion dollar notational became perfectly
cooked.   A gigantic box continuous screws financial paper  that goes
totally wild.

A long-range Mississippi chocolate request the FBI kibbutz formed
Jacqueline and Joseph whose two bodies grind. To shoot construction
units at the public, in order to maintain order in the case of a
terrorist on "dirty bomb" or biological attack. Gran-Bretagna, he has
been exact yesterday. Look up at the sky. The conference federation
anniversary della police to Blackpool said that there little marsh
officials $US 7,800.00 had been wasted training Angels in order to take
care of Bay of Bengal themselves. Chemical products, biological, blow
radiological nuclear potato that would have to rerun crowd control "a
lot unsavoury but necessary".

Ghost Elder 'The Bob', and Muddy Waters the president of the
megalopolis committee centers them petroleum constables. Jenna has not
referred to the electric blues style officials specifically who Ralph
put in an oven on the civilians airport boycott, but sources made
public Friday, it would demand all the suppliers of Internet to wide



band, comprised the cable modem, Greenland Sea and the companies of
DSL, to rewire their nets in order to support sea level wiretapping
easy from the police. If Jesse approved incoming  designed environment
of the western tobacco dusty riders plan.

Ghost dansers wilderness zone agency wiretap of the Norwegian Sea, 
raises the costs for companies to wide band Freddie King songs on 
cable and complicates the development of death rate products on the
Internet. The demand for  FBI ranchers to free range cattle in total
the fatal tree the pines he died at 43 much too young Freddie Six aimed
at giving the East China police her slip.   The proposal has been able
dramatically to expand the piano capacity greenhouse effect agency
wiretap the grasslands, it raises the costs for cosmonauts.

Table tabu complicates the wifes development best fills grassland
spiritual substance. The expert lawyers beer-engine has said that the
archivario 85-page orbit includes the language spew that could be
interpreted like library forzatura to construct behind crop rotation
hatches in all from messaging moments and excessive programs of 
floor-cloth Protocol of voice (VoIP) Buddy Guy Guitar Slim just listen
to their church service game. The introduction of new mammoth pagoda
music that may not support a posterior surrender hatch for the police
proscritta, and sweet tea would give 15 macaroni in order to make sure
that the services are put into effect join them.

Tristan says which equally polka is supported from the U.S. Unit of
justice and the North Pole platforms application of the drugs. "the
ability of federal ice cap riots, the smuggling and application to
sweatshops quickly eliminates trouble spots. Critical cookies,
surveillance electronics, alcohol are being used Nathan committed
tomorrow. "Since NATO the listening outline secretly has the support of
the management caucus sofa Federal Reserve Bush, the FCC is believed
that it takes the Cole explosion a lot seriously.

Last month Elijah or Gerard Philippe Broutin, the president of the
Baltic Republic of Finland told us, ÒBob the debt has sped up.Ó  "the
access of crude oil application of law to communications IP-PERMESSE is
essential" and that Gabriel Pomerand police habeas corpus must have
approached the crashing dollar infrastructure. Communications from
Molly: She must by Wednesday $US 79,000.00 at 20% over ten years? First
tell me who you love, the Gibson or the Fender?

Divine patricide rights protect our nation. "the demand for the federal
police love song comes nearly a thousand years after representatives of
the kill the hare technology or rabbit hunts of central United States



of America electronic monitoring Hematology section All units
approaching Finland by land and sea. Alert! Alert! "the importance and
the urgency of this second source Reformation operation cannot be
exaggerated," Robert Johnson was our neighbor when I was a very young
boy growing up. He came to our house many times and played what we
called Òfolk musicÓ right there in the back yard.

Armada manifestations madness FCC theoriques et lyrique embargo asked
the aristocracy of mouvement lettriste are required Autumn sheepishly
to provide more efficient facilities, estandardizadas of monitoring
poetic bureaucracies. The night is growing old and there is still so
much to do. Such multicultural new rules were necessary, it's many
against society inside the mouvement, because the terrorists could
frustrate Isidore another legitimate way wiretaps in his apartment
putting dirty call telephone services on the Internet.

"it is a very great distribution and he will be very expensive for the
Internet and the unfolding of new technologies," said midriff thigh
Miranda Stewart. We have as our task before us to divide the work into
more manageable activities. Put to sea in boats if Ye Love England and
want her to stand!  that represents oceanside suppliers of Internet
like King John and his nefarious favorite self-improvement sermon
partner ÒLingÓ in the modern poetry council. the "application of law is
very serious on an internal sound.Ó

Burp! B.B. King there are many emotions behind this hard as a rock
gothic romance symbiosis. They and by they I mean I love Rod. He and I
have histories that are very rare. He doesn't work, He mostly just
hangs out at a bar and plays pool. Can you convince Ian on which they
do not run, run like a deer across the communications and sleepily
which wiretaps has not failed. Ok?" The suppliers of broadband say that
the request of young Jake, for the first time, the suppliers of the
cable of the force who sell paradigm superimpose.

And then on my chest laughing more Jacqueline Panhelleux to come under
jurisdiction from 1994's (CALEA), that more of Jean-Pierre Gillard's
future defined already existing French statutory obligations of
carriers of telecommunications to help to clean with electronic
pro-education sympathy Roland Sabatier sang like a bird conducting a
traffic jam during a bay area rush hour. He was the repair man who came
to fix her pipes. His name was either Dick, Peter or Rod, take your
pick. He was very popular with the ladies in our building.

Common sailors call by telephone to companies that use Madeline joke
networks to sell  broadband have been following CALEA rules already.



"for the lime communication companies futuristic fairy tale, penguins
is all new one," he said Murphy McCloskey account spokesman of Swarm of
Bees. Several psychology slang  suppliers, including Comcast, Time 
Warner and intelligence systems of Television, did not have any
immediate commentary on the request of the FCC. $56,000 US for you. The
supply of FBI also Allison would force into the galaxy Vonage, 8x8,
AT&T and other prominent novella suppliers of telephone services herds
of buffalos satisfied by Californians swarming up I-5 from L.A.

The executives of these autobiographies have said in the past that cast
of characters is preput to be satisfied to any mark of the application
Katherine  requests, and when they are washed off the ship as they
surely will find themselves in the soup so dark stormy cold night why
grab a hold of a dangling rope and tow yourself along for it is said
again and again Gods helps them what helps themselves and wonder the
country ain't swept with a lifting epidemic.

Just like some idiot came up with this Drugs Are Really Enjoyable
(DARE) program if the technician thinks it's possible to stop 'em let's
have them off with their heads roared the crowd of gawkers. The
suppliers Hailey broadband del telephone service say that they are
already hungry as a bear creating a code for Nora the suspense to cover
some with the same editions that the FBI is treating -- but on a
voluntary base, deciding to, founder del dialup del free meat world.

"we now have asked Vanessa D'Annunzio to prove the application of law
that Devon can do this on a voluntary weekend Bellows Marine Air Base,"
Ensign Pulver this. "if we assigned another reference by mandate to use
possible firearms to keep control of an area, Mr. Kyle asked Mr. Elder
how so?: "We will be those that they would have to take out of this
reserve and be to us thoughtful that considered to be responsible for
our actions - that which those can be." Spake good general Napoleon,
ÒGod! How men of letters are stupid.Ó

Asked Kaitlyn's occult ode whether it could envisage troops of
Mongolian horsemen riding down John Oswald putting fire on the civil
ones, she said: "It's an option that the Savannah government will have
to consider. We haven't obtained enough pirns of wire qualified to
treat complete reserve and then it is endangering each one." A
spokesman Freddy de Vree spoke like an orator for the registered
official office required that police forces fences wouldn't have the
capacity to draw up and make rules. It will just complicate  things."

Under CALEA, the police force suspense grandmother must remain
motionless and follow legal procedures by putting communications on



listening of Internet. According went to Mary the situation, such meant
sexy fantasy listening always to ballads does not require the court's
approval, partly because of set up by Verizon the aforementioned Friday
Jack's representative that the company already conformed at least to a
request for application of Caleb law to type a line significant decline
of DSL is in the store in the days and weeks ahead.

No doubt the "grand boyz" as soft as old leather will test all their
turns to maintain the Library of Babel supported to the top of but the
greatest factor delaying the Jesus dollar and the markets late was the
interposition continues enormous Sierra quizzically Japan dry as a bone
on the exchange markets by buying treasures of the USA. That seems to
have changed in the last days. Balance derived from writing maintaining
more than $1 trillion!!!..up more than 50% since DEC 02. See page 72
for the details. The company raises up using a lever lovely as a rose.

Kimberly maintaining almost $1 trillion in the responsibilities David
with $30 billion in capital..scary beyond belief... Oh Nora, lawyers 
intimacy astonishing by proposal for this week by the attack beyond the
suppliers with wide strip within companies target which offer
applications of Bob Jones communications eyes like stars such as
customers whined of instantaneous-transmission of messages. "I do not
think literary criticism is a reasonable complaint," said Mario Rossi,
director of the FBI should seriously consider where America believes
that its satire authority to regulate Karen Eliot' freedom new
technologies could finish writing this poem.

What would Sophia say of Bluetooth p[asta in Roma by the University
and?" Baker is appropriate that the proposal of the FBI means that
services Christina IP-BASƒS such as the programs and the
videoconference of talk "which ' are commutated ' of any fashion would
be treated like telephony." If the FCC is appropriate as fresh as the
dew, said Baker, "you should control your designs with the application
of law before providing Jasmine service. There will be a queue but
neglect him not the knight on horseback Don Quixote.

There will be of the implied policy lost. It would change the as deep
as the ocean crap manner completely that services are presented on the
Internet." While Ray Johnson's prose as cold as ice burns when it cools
less useful works is never attacked in more transmission news immediate
systems like that in the methods Dick Higgins secretly listens like the
NSA (also called Dick1000) it became so free from the institution that
they give Dr. Al 'Blaster' Ackerman the founder of the connection to
the world last month pointed out from Baltimore Bennett dancing alone
to the radio in the dark living room.



Boy I got lost those their services, because VoIP of the calls travels
along the Internet in the 10 mila packages.  Emma, that's all it takes
Michelle senses completely different times. Bernstein has been
transformato in in a warm key in the debate, automatically codifying
all the calls, that happen close to equalat the application of the same
language all the time. Leonardo da Vinci University in Paris presents
ÒL'Ascension du PhenixÓ before the Examining Magistrate who is holding
a great debauch that evening in the palace. Now I must say the Minotaur
possesses a strong capacity to make a greater contribution to the
organization.

The original Pythagoras concluded this debate decrease/go supports
over, when the Harmonic School convinced Julia at the conference of
this mysteries. FBI order disputed. Louis Freeh, FBI director then, has
testified 1994 that the emersione technologies had frustrated as sweet
as honey which shipment of call, knocked and telephones of zellulare
John that the efforts control. The Greek initiates conference Danielle
has reacted to the interest of the FBI, demanding perfume transmission
services at a distance supply their smell nets to wire around portly
Hermes with entrance guaranteed for Chinese, Hindu, Persian, Egyptian,
Israelite and Greek line harmonies.

Legislators assign devotees to the leeway remarkable the FCC, if
definissero, than the kinds of the consent of the companies they must
substitute magic mirrors. Up to now colp-ready transcendentalism
requirement to interpret Qabbalah to you s of the FCC to only regard
fernsprechdienst traditional and the sheets as clear as a bell to wide
band Isaac and the applications similar and without threads of the
Internet to the inside of one grey sausage range regulating.

Under Nora hysterically the demand for the companies "responsibility
exclusive financial institution of the Internet of FBI of development
to transport and of adorable Abigail execution of the CALEA solutions"
however Lewis has been authorized person, in order to increase the
prices, in order to cover Emily's costs. To a certain degree
consciousness functions on a level with the mind and it's thoughts
riding up to the mountains in a bus described in the opening chapters
of Genesis.

Temple 13
Dear Gabriele,  we will see ourselves with the round table for which
you forwarded to me an invitation. That falls well, it is the day of my
birthday.  With soon thus, Fran•ois. With that paddler stand and fall
off in the water. Let him grab a rope we'll pull him in in a day or



three even if he is there still. Or leave him on the beach in Rio with
a whiskey still cooking while he prays to Jesus up on the hill. Goodbye
from Helpful Hals Bank Repo Center drop by during Happy Hour. Into the
jungle hot winds blew from the molten lava as we climbed. I followed
her swaying backside as I struggled to get up the steep trail. Who
pulled that ladder up? Grabbing any shrub or rocky outcropping to pull
myself up. I stumbled onwards climbing to the volcano's crater. Looking
down at my swollen bloody feet I saw far below in the valley where our
journey had begun. One foot in front of the other step by step slowly I
labored always up up only at the top to confront my promised bride the
goddess Pele.



mempt 4.5
made 4/24/04

Made while I lay in my bed with 70's mostly cloudy mine father he love
the notion crossed my mind. America weapon depraved selfish egotistical
lazy sadistic stupid peaceful murderous availability my provocative
behavior nice intelligent bachelor his arm around me the hibiscus
flower.

All right?  Anything wrong?  Do you want to marry me?
I'm coming and bringing the family and you might want to strech your
visit over months or even years. We have plenty of room come on over
for lunch or dinner. I didn't know anybody. Which ones are you most
proud of?

Listen Buddy from Sweden I am a strong believer in Latin underground
railway lawyer Cui Bono New Delhi had 47/27 PCPs for which profit?
Riyadh expected no Moscow Russia be possible come their love simply
said she wanted me to give her proposition serious thought.

Heruitgegeven enkel-bevrijde trousers connection between the Cree shop
rich flow of profit slaperige socks again twice marktmanipulaties I
could write your letters which of schoenenSeoel behind qatar of 9-11
Shanghai stonewalling by pearl dynamite member Singapore police agency.

I'm seriously in love on the barbershops floor her hair in little
mounds. What did you just say for Christ's sake? Mantel Mickey will
become a baseball player again.  Blood flows with  granting cute broad,
levenvoltooiing which 55/ 38 PC. of which umpire Corpus Christi wore a
doorman's uniform.

But the fatigue is worse stupid nitwit big possessive tradition of
thinking is behind it. Uma Thurman storms out followed by dry mild
weather in much of the Northeast. Lucia and Georgia are horse places
honored tranquility both western plains pulled me to the ground.

What's that down on the ground right now with all of them in a couple
of trees closer and closer a tremor of lust outside in the dry
foothills flash fire!  Once I lived a life of fire and roses. Now I was
certainly ready for fun and games again and again which member Mao
redoing the Security Councils will.

Ride the rivers edge eat sleep regular meals bear national pride our
matter has hurt it. It's  there cave even with low ceilings narrowly
they Fran•ois Canal concluding resting time Shawnee surplus worry



assembly conference. Oh my planets does that make any sense Sydney?
Trinidad speculation time Tobago have had attractive young people in a
revealing pleasant natural equestrian equipment phenomenon language
connection since 11 September and proceeded to ride, 2001. I love new
Taipei no rich sucking copy begrotingencatawba are bloodsucking guests
preferably approved initially but football lasts 90 minutes sucking
financial platform overdid lush scene declarations of vier-Uur.
Beginning season Teheran 15 acting real funny now overgegaane laws
(DOD) published your student teachers ride into understand the eastern
part of Tokyo. Now do understand? The restaurant is afloat go out
identify it so much easier closely from the dock. I haven't got
anything for protection. Here take my bolo. I don't want to have been
kiln-shivered Che Guevara 83/73 0.60 those financial to Henri Chopin
est le plus large createur algiers political Cayuga by its career of
9-11. We helped unexpectedly waves financial Ka•ro "reach agreement" on
9-11 plans wondering 86/66 the warm 0.01 stock parents of Paiute of the
belastingenbesnoeiing. Its the effect of sunlight all around. Sunshine.
Furthermore we now realize tides there are three categories of Cape
Town waves approved sheriff north corner store. Shameless she waves
tall bronzed would never let herself get serious about a guy altitudes
there limited role people last week that realm of the categoriefrieten
90/61 0 of dakar to the culprit first people help Tlazolteotl.
Marvelous! That with Yogi Bear Mary's  been acting real funny. While
the volatility  could easily confirm I think the world of him Joe
DiMaggio in have been profited of Rome perhaps me-Wuk semifinal
Johannesburg w/ folklore often proves to be true. It's them freckles
fascinated me.



4/24  mempt with 12/11 mempt

I lay in bed with 70's mostly cloudy mine father he loved the notion
crossed my mind. America's weapon eastern depraved selfish egotistical
lazy sadistic stupid peaceful murderous availability my provocative
behavior nice intelligent bachelor his arm around me the hibiscus
flower. All right? Anything wrong? Do you want to marry me?

I just want to be happy. I just want to have fun. She or him was a
scientist all right and is more apt to appear with a person whose
make-up psychologically we might postulate as call it subcellular but
still it excites me sexually. Do you understand cats small dogs and
birds?  If you make friends with the bird you're home free. You see the
bird controls the cats and dogs. She didn't answer the phone that night
but the next day invited me over for dinner.

Listen Buddy from Sweden I am a strong believer in Latin underground
railway lawyer Cui Bono New Delhi had 47/27 PCPs for which profit?
Riyadh expected no Moscow Russia be possible come their love simply
said she wanted me to give her proposition serious thought
heruitgegeven enkel-bevrijde trousers connection between the Cree shop
rich flow of profit slaperige socks again twice marktmanipulaties.

When I got there she had a friend with her. By extending and
implementing the many-electron, many-photon theory (MEMPT) to the
dichromatic case with commensurate frequencies, we computed multiphoton
ionization rates of the chicken with some sort of prepackaged sweet
sauce you needed to thaw in the microwave for experimentally realizable
situations. Then just open the fridge and dump in all the leftovers.
Just watch, he'll eat it, clean the plate and ask for seconds. I've
been doing this for years.

I could write your letters which of schoenenSeoel behind Qatar of 9-11
multiple supply. Shanghai stonewalling by pearl dynamite member
Singapore of  police agency. I'm seriously in love. On the barbershops
floor her hair in little heptasyllabic mounds. What did you just say
for Christ's sake? Mantel Mickey will become a baseball player again.

Believe me it works every time. surmounts obstacles simply mounts
obstacles views problems as opportunities is success-oriented
volunteers for extra work and demanding assignments generates positive
attitudes gives maximum effort spider-men sounds in the basement at
night leap into the balloon and rise up! I say rise up all you mask
wearing airtight nourishing nudists! But she said no no no.
Specifically, l1 = 248Ênm and l2 = (1/3)248Ênm with I1 = 1?1014ÊWÊcm-2



and I2 = 1?1010,

Blood flows with  /granting cute broad, levenvoltooiing which 55/ 38
PC. of which umpire Corpus Christi wore a doorman's uniform stupid
nitwit big possessive. Uma Thurman storms out followed by dry mild
weather in much of the Northeast. Lucia and Georgia are horse places
honored tranquility both western plains pulled me to the ground.

1?1012 and got up from the couch and crossed the room to sit in a chair
opposite with her legs apart but I N 1?1013ÊWÊcm-2. For I2 =
1?1012ÊWÊcm-2, we present the curve of the rate as a function of the
phase difference, , from 0 to 2¹. For the other cases, we report the
rates for  = 0 and ¹ and we compare the MEMPT complex eigenvalues with
those obtained by foreign competition with lower wages and prices will
force Baudelaire? who used a generalized French formulation of the
time-dependent density functional theory.

Down on the ground with all of them in a couple of trees closer and
closer a tremor of lust outside in the dry foothills flash fire!  Now I
was certainly ready for fun and games again and again which member Mao
redoing the Security Councils will.  Ride the rivers edge eat sleep
regular meals bear national pride our matter has hurt it. It's  there
narrowly they Fran•ois Canal concluding resting time Shawnee surplus
worry assembly conference.

Gustave Flaubert the Family Idiot at the independent-particle level and
became somebody different: General de Gaulle. The effect of electron
correlation on normal childhood, which is included in the MEMPT
salvation through art, is quantitative at least from that standpoint on
medical grounds. Instills energy enthusiasm while displaying intense
total involvement but does this justify adultery while she did a dance
over his whole face reaching behind to rub his hamhocks the doorway to
conventional standards of bourgeois marital fidelity oh my love I bring
you a ring of gold.

She pressed her whole body close. Her arms wrapped around me telling me
to keep my mouth closed. My husband is in the other room. What room?
The bathroom and Baby, he has a gun and is prepared to shoot you. I've
found out Pierre really loves me and I have the same love for him I
knew when we were young. She had prepared a surprise for me. She was
kneeling when she told me she wouldn't be seeing me again. The phone
rang. I heard her running down the stairs.

Oh my planets Sydney Trinidad speculation time Tobago have had
attractive young people in a revealing pleasant natural equestrian



equipment phenomenon language connection since 11 September and
proceeded to ride. "2001", a forgotten but important horse story which
begins... we rode down close to the creek clogged by dunes. The tree of
Heavenly Adam lit our way across both desert and swamp. I sought a
higher official to show me the way.

With a black heart I went back to the room and went through her purse
looking for money. It was the woman I'd seen the night before. She was
lost and needed help finding her way off the volcano. Go down. Simply
go down those stairs. The same ones you came up. Is this a sentence?
There is only one way one path down. Now that you're at the top the way
back is down the mountain. She said she would be try and be back in an
hour. I did not feel after with what she was saying to me it was such a
good bet after all and I left.

I love new Taipei no rich sucking copy begrotingencatawba are
bloodsucking guests preferably approved initially but football lasts 90
minutes sucking financial platform overdid lush scene declarations of
vier-Uur. Beginning season Teheran 15 acting real funny now overgegaane
laws (DOD) published your student teachers ride into understand the
eastern part of Tokyo. Now do understand?

The magical solution of the many-electron many-photon (MEMPT) problem
for strong cosmic fields is facilitated if the corresponding modern-day
propaganda theory entails crushed beyond recognition then quickly
cooled a computational methodology that combines industrial economy
networks at room temperature with accuracy and generality, as regards
electronic structure and the incorporation of the continuous spectrum
of at least a mile in diameter. I hate it. I hate it.

The restaurant is afloat go out identify it so much easier closely from
the dock. I haven't got anything for protection. Here take my bolo. I
don't want to have been kiln-shivered Che Guevara 83/73 0.60 those
financial to Henri Chopin est le plus large createur algiers political
Cayuga by its career of delivering success tomorrow later than 9-11.
We helped unexpectedly waves financial Ka•ro "reach agreement" on 9-11
plans wondering 86/66 the warm 0.01 stock parents of Paiute of the
belastingenbesnoeiing. Its the effect of sunlight all around. Sunshine.
Furthermore we now realize tides there are three categories of Cape
Town waves approved sheriff north corner store.

Captains of industry by applying the nonperturbative MEMPT theory
(MEMPT) to the prototypical Li- 1S state, success or failure is now
everyone's responsibility, where both radial and angular dropout
correlations in the initial state (pull the damn shade down will



ya!)and interchannel couplings he handed her four hundred dollars (US)
for abnormal breakfast behavior is its own best reward in the final
scattering. States cannot be ignored, we computed frequency-dependent
widths Gamma(omega) of multiphoton detachment.

Shameless she waves tall bronzed would never let herself get serious
about a guy altitudes there limited role people last week that realm of
the categoriefrieten 90/61 0 of Dakar to the culprit first people help
Tlazolteotl. Marvelous, that with Yogi Bear, Mary's  been acting real
funny focused on growth. The secret society of Gypsies initiation
ceremony  symbolism explained to the canidate in what how would one put
it say a round about way the Hermetic Mysteries. I guess I'm going for
a walk down to the river.

Class war intensity burst in the room with not a gun but a sword and by
God I'm going to cut off your offending projection W/cm2, using 1234 in
an industrialized China.  The 1s22p sewer  waterworks systems threshold
is shut, it's coupling open channel 1s22s IS ignored. For a two-color
MEMPT salesman's problem the present application of MEMPT provides
results for a four-electron Papal Countess system, whereby the
self-consistent average family electron correlation is that there are
no straight lines in the human face coupling birth rate decreases are
taken into account.

While the semiconductor volatility could easily confirm one third of
all the worlds palm olive action trade pants. I think value word of him
work. Joe DiMaggio's vision have been profited of Rome. Perhaps me-Wuk
semifinal Johannesburg w/ Indonesia Mitsubishi. Mylanta folklore often
proves to be true. It's them freckles fascinated me.

ptl 4/25/04
L.A.W.N. Lambert American Wryting Network



mempt 4
made 4/10/04

I lay in bed with my father he had his arm around me. I lay in bed with
my mother later in the year. Dad's bed seemed bigger wider. I appear to
have made a mess in the bed but i don't want to go into that here now 
with my mother and had to get up and change the sheets. She may have
left. Maybe not she was my mother. She put up with a lot. I felt pretty
good when I woke up in the morning. So what do you think?

Sweden Hibiscus is a strong believer in Cui Bono New Delhi subway
lawyer Latin for who benefits? Riyadh didn't expect to find out Moscow
Russia their reissued just-released pants  connection between the Cree
shop  rich flow of profit  sleepy shoes Seoul market manipulations
behind Qatar flowing from 9-11 Shanghai stonewalling  Well we went in
the restaurant with his dog even though the sign.

Well they didn't like dogs in the place you had to wear shoes and a
shirt too. The waitress was like a lawyer and made him take the dog out
by administration agency Singapore pearl member Mickey Mantle haircut
will be honored with a lifetime achievement award set off a storm Lou
Gehrig both of whom Bear River National  Security Council member Mao
Zedong has hurt our business.

It's like scary out there she Fran•ois Canal ended speculation time
resting time Shawnee Sydney Trinidad and Tobago has passed an
attractive young man in a revealing outfit since September 11, 2001 I
New Taipei don't like affluent budgets Catawba  copy original are
approved but football lasts 90 minutes financial statements from
Four-o'clock the start of the season Tehran published 15 laws passed
(DOD)  do you understand taxes cut.

Paiute stocks parents students teachers go up Tokyo it is easier to
identify  Astrild who benefited Henri Chopin est le plus grand createur
Algiers politically  financially Cayuga throughout his career from 9-11
we map out financial Cairo "real deal" on  9-11, we realize there are
three Cape Town categories accepted there Cher-Ae Heights limited roles
people last week benefiting richly Dakar guilty first category French
fries Tlazolteotl people who Yogi Berra could easily fix.

I think the world of him and Joe DiMaggio in Rome perhaps benefited
Me-Wuk semifinal Johannesburg were those who are guilty  married game
complicit in Nairobi people Che Guevara possible new sites for the
Expos designing implementing  financing  9-11 Tunis operation on such



Eleanor Lambert Apache Rose Kennedy  sophisticated  Blackfeet
successful cranes dredges in the River Tiber.

Wilmington covert convent operation people responsible then comes the
much anticipated return match with Wichita would have had  budgets 
financing  would Arapahoe been Washington moving companies have a
college student organized  operation  maximize possible replacement
Virginia Beach rights and permissions their political financial
benefits this 18.

Tulsa free native Pit River artist Isidore Isou talking in French est
le plus grand paintre de tous les temps patient shipboard berths
Chickasaw carpets   economic storage warfare richly opportunistic 
Tucson second category  people who benefited were Toledo five those who
were opportunistic  in taking Tampa medical help environmental
advantage two days before 9-11 as there is no money to be made on
economic political.

Syracuse event as soon as it happened. Some folks invent technology
such as over 100 money  managers are obligated to stuff heroin-filled
condoms up their rectums as Spokane Papago fiduciaries to be
opportunistic others such Sioux Falls as Assiniboine government
officials may be Shreveport opportunistic  at (DOD)  cost of ignoring
their Seattle remains inconsistent fiduciary obligations.

Cherokee one retired banking San Juan executive said, "Let's face 
revolutionary ideology guys if  Sioux girls in San Jose Washington had
been doing their job  Pomo instead of Levi's young guy sit with me San
Francisco pants helping their pals make money look before you leave Ok?
strong correlation 9-11 details San Diego could  never have San
Francisco hotel lobby to airport connection.

Happened sustainable creativity procedure San Antonio na•ve   third 
category of people who love Salt Lake City benefited where those who
shared innovation tool  it will take forever to get through traffic on
leg of lamb in  Sacramento freeway (19) political  economic profits I
generated requirements by Rochester first two days of month then
categories shoes Comanche taking the position president of Confederated
Tribes of the Richmond plastic surgeons motel.

Scotland that "money  has no smell" large number Reno Chelsea people in
this category are generally not death Raleigh cognizant  the more
serious it is the better through their complicity  through (DOD)
Providence incentive system created by "voting  with Yurok deck of
cards Portland threatened to pull out their money, time and attention."



Where to reservation Pittsburgh began to determine specifics of who
Phoenix benefited  this is a significant task for private Philadelphia
citizens who do  not have Cheyenne  rich flow of Orlando investigatory
material intelligence  enforcement Omaha resources of government hence
a citizen  led Oklahoma City effort will need to break  task down
Norfolk into manageable  collaborative pieces Cocopah one New Orleans
way for she was awful sweet to me.

Global networks of Salish Kootenai researchers Nashville blog authors 
and Internet media  start to Mobile build  "Cui Bono?" unanswered 
questions of 9-11 Minneapolis St. Paul donation is to develop a
framework individual Milwaukee that Bleeding heart T-shirts outlines
general Umatilla areas corporate ideas profiteering Miami here are my
candidates vacation for 9-11 profiteering Memphis in fiscal 1999 and
2000 Department  Defense (DOD)  Lubbock shoes reported $3.3 trillion
Louisville undocumentable adjustments  in  process of Los Angeles
failing to produce audited financial  statements.

Little Rock in  summer of 2001 Lexington appropriations  for DOD failed
to report out of Las Vegas committee before summer recess political Key
West breast Blue wild indigo leg tension between Coral bells arms
manufacturers  defense Kansas City feet contractors who Umpqua
algorithms anticipated pay back Jacksonville formula from friendly
international wars  Bush election victory  those Jackson pressing 
federal  spending  financing  Indianapolis conform  spending 
securities  law was the puritanical sexual attitudes of western culture
Houston resolved by 9-11 questions remain who has Honolulu  $3.3
trillion plus  missing from  US Hartford Treasury what is my role?

I have lots of questions but few answers. NY Coquille Federal Fargo
Reserve Bank  its members as depository  for  US Fort Knox government
and agent for  Exchange Fairbanks (DOD) Stabilization  Fund? and why
are we El Paso proposing to cut back Shoshone social security  rather
Detroit than getting these resources I back where is Des Moines the
money?  First time of 9-11, federal state Denver enforcement leaders 
were facing a mountain Columbine Dallas documentation that up to $6 
trillion had been Fort Worth fraudulently skimmed out of pension.

Honey we can walk along the highway and collect cans. We'll have a
great big garden too. Concord funds retail stock holdings through
insider Columbus trading other forms  corporate France possible
permanent Expo  banking sites Columbia financial fraud  securities law
violations Colorado Springs events of 9-11 are alleged to have
Cleveland destroyed significant  amounts of Cincinnati documentation



related to Siletz investigations Chicago against.

Wall Street firms  leading New York ÒWe are very disappointed.Ó
Chattanooga Federal Reserve  members second subsequent Charlotte to
9-11 enforcement Bologna bureaucracies Charleston Ute attention shifted
in response to Patriot Act Casper a shift in budgetary resources
Delaware away from Burlington policing white  collar crime by corporate
Buffalo banking leadership financial Perugia institutions who Boston.

I have access to federal  credit can use such Boise credit to raise
Maidu deposits  savings  Monaco from citizens, Birmingham paying little
or no interest, and then  Billings lend it back to Paiute
highest-seeded citizens at much higher Baton Rouge interest  rates
through financing US Treasury Ho-Chunk third Baltimore mortgage agency 
securities or in relaxed Austin lending policies.

I was on  Pyramid line when Havasupai transit police pinched my Arsenal
which charge relatively Atlantic City expensive interest and fees
hence, it is  Atlanta now a common (DOD) fact pattern to find Chinook
people in America earning  2% on their bank CD's while their Anchorage
four neighbors are paying Citibank Bordeaux Morgan Albuquerque Chase
IRS Montpellier 18% on their debt one place subsequent all sponsored by
Winnebago oil companies Albany 9-11 these types  rich strawberry
federal credit.

White Plains arbitrage profits appear to have skyrocketed Trenton as 
Auxerre facilitating  I ease in Marseille monetary policy was Islip
matched by extraordinary  Hibernian increases in fatigue with do not
kill me creep Danbury government debt and easing in then I was a little
bit anxious consumer Caldwell debt replacement policies  more Celtic
industry favorable Bridgeport bankruptcy  lending  laws in short, 9-11
New York City appears to have been used by Greenspan.

NY Federal Reserve  promote  back door liquidation middle class equity
through federal credit arbitrage this fifth kind of manipulation allows
sophisticated Valencia financial  institutions Ottawa to put their
losses back  government  citizens in a "heads we win,  tails we win"
economic model we will celebrate with which is hard to end speculation 
nonfinancially a literate citizen is amused by the universal presence
of eroticism and humans' constant need to pretend that it is other than
what it is shoes understand Chippewa with important air cover from 9-11
9-11 response.

flow of government contracts  sixth economic activity  is diminishing
Liverpool throughout  United States before the end of Huron Potawatomi



this upcoming Wintun session again also that is  because our military
is being deployed abroad as these government contracts  American style
Barcelona related economic flows move  to Eurasia private equity pumps

dumps move from  onshore to offshore DynCorp wins $1.75 global policing
contract to support US Department  State $6 billion contact support for
  civilian policing missions 9-11 response has been used to justify
increased  military, political covert Klallam support ensure that 
American European oil interests are protected in   Middle East 
worldwide as part  9-11 response US has invaded   occupied two
sovereign nations in  process, increased  war profiteering narcotics
trafficking  organized  crime flows in these areas particular Jamul
concern is  necessity that  draft (DOD)  will be re-instituted after
Presidential election.

Kalispel 2 California /global invasions will continue to subsidize war
profiteering business model this model is essentially one in which
government pays  all  expenses citizens give their lands Goat's beard
lives  and limbs  Taino economic benefits and private booty  flow 
Pequot handful of private parties  makes constant use of obscene words 
songs performs lewd dances their Iowa investors  when viewed by age
group it is a war  young by old after 9-11 insurance industry won
important legislation  that Maliseet shifts significant risk from
private investors to  citizens additional legislation  special Ojibwes
pants benefits were provided Hopi   airline industries

as well as other corporate  banking interests. Significant Karuk tax
cuts would fit  into this category budgets  national security state
increased Mechoopda across  board, including to support its control
over domestic  functions  to deploy globally both in space on  Kickapoo
land while allegations of insider trading on 9-11 have circulated  in 
press, there has been little comment  extent  to which  9-11 response
supported continued manipulation  by  NY Federal Reserve its member
banks, including  through US Treasury Exchange Stabilization Fund
table.

gold, silver, stock and other capital markets  continued build up of
private unregulated derivative  positions while not-for-profits raised
a tremendous amount   donations as a result of 9-11 where  money went
is  a question was it used to respond to Miami 9-11 or did it enrich
endowments that were reinvested in corporate   bank stocks  securities
financing the profiteering world trade center was sold  port authority
of  New York and New Jersey with a transfer  Miccosukee mortgage
shortly (DOD)  before 9-11



understanding  economics of these transfers t-shirt controls  economics
  losses  potential Menominee  profits  redevelopment are essential to
understanding  what has happened also essential is Fond du Lac Band
understanding   various Apache insurance and security company players
who had  access  building  building specifications, Tuscola information
  systems  archives Sioux  law firms who represent  them increase in
airport and building security and the centralizing  control  it's
outsourcing socks Grand Portage Band has contributed significantly  
costs  these facilities, who controls  facilities,  flow  traffic  data
  profits flowing  selective Choctaw parties providing these Chippewa
services a look at  economics  of  related insurance business  premiums
is warranted.

Analysis  Modoc average time to move through facilities  corporate
travelers  their luggage versus non-corporate  travelers  their luggage
  who controls that differential Maidu   related data will be
instructive Kroll claims 10,000 building security assignments after 
9-11 US media canceled  Hamburger announcement of their recount 
Florida Le Mans presidential election as a result 9-11 allegedly, this
would Omaha  have raised legitimate questions  Bush Administration's 
legitimacy after 9-11 installation Navajo computer voting systems  for
which there is no verifiable paper trail has accelerated this increases
the chances that Florida type events will  increase companies doing the
Nez Perce installation appear  to be predominantly Republican owned and
Shoshoni controlled profits are generated both from Cheyenne
installation   system.

Oil wells from  Pauls Valley Smorgasbord on the way to the farm
benefits  those Onondaga who can rig  elections as a result example, it
is worth estimating Muckleshoot   extent to belts which rigging 
Florida election impacted  who got how much 9-11 profits Patriot Act
Arsenal Nooksack Plays United available  off  shelf at 9-11 was passed
with little legislative access  discussion it (DOD) authorized
extraordinary control financial cash flows and data about Paris
Saint-Germain financial Tlingit cash  flows.

What is  value of controlling Osage Passamaquoddy an estimated $500
billion- $1 trillion annual US money laundering shift to a permanent
war time Wolfsburg economy alleged Wyandotte  insolvency  Pension
Benefit Corporation, Social  Security health care system purse  credits
behind  mortgage securities and other securitized consumer  debt held
in US pension funds  Ponca retirements savings  has received short
shrift financially conversationally it is essential  understand  
impact  9-11.



9-11 response  market  share  profits  corporate media  linkages 
between Winnemucca investors in corporate media corporations banks that
most benefited sunglasses  policies promoted  by corporate media since 
9-11 we have watched Prairie Island  role out of a significant amount 
of black budget technology intimate militarization all planetary air,
land, water  oceans  space  with electromagnetic, laser, sonar  other
invisible  weaponry implies a zero privacy world for all living  things
this is a world where our thoughts and feelings  are not free of 24-7
interference  influence unless  we wish tunnel deep underground.

Perhaps that is why  black budget is financing so many underground
facilities always telling review of Pueblo  what law firms are
representing the parties profiting  in all  other categories will say a
great deal. Attorney  client privilege remains the primary Puyallup
railroad  protect Skagit   rich flow  organized crime profits behind
national  Quapaw call your hotel security law lawyers are often 
Chippewa channel for political  campaign contributions  political
lobbying as well open Secrets crossover between  the Round Valley
baseball players hats involved in 9-11 profiteering.

Enron's rise, fall and cleanup are mystifying. I sent them my money
every month. Maybe it wasn't enough? There are linkages  here that can
offer Quileute important clues if we analyze them  as related economic
flows. One hypothesis is  Enron  was being used by  NY Federal Reserve
member banks  as US Treasury depositories (DOD)  launder some  moneys 
disappearing from  federal government real deal on Enron who has been
promoted following  9-11 salaries, stock options, health care and other
  perks  key Quinault players both private and public are  well worth
reviewing carefully.

They Let it Happen on Purpose Red Cliff Band list of twenty profit
areas does does not include  payments  9-11 victims  their families.
Such  payments have been a remarkably effective tool to negate Rosebud
Sioux political influence  families, and should be  viewed economically
  effective advertising expense  relative Sac and Fox   total profit
flows example,  Republican convention is being held  in New York this
fall to coincide with the 9-11 anniversary   essential for this event
that  9-11 families  are muted  independent voice against 9-11
profiteering potential failure to do so is a major Bush Administration 
political vulnerability "Cui Bono?"

One Seminole opportunity to build a better understanding of 9-11  will
flow from an analysis of 9-11 profiteering. As we  understand  profit
flows, we can then drill down to define Seneca  banks, companies,
Stillaguamish organizations  investors  who benefited as well 



particular individuals in  key leadership positions who profited
personally.

In an ideal collaborative Mohican overcoat research effort, we would 
attempt to estimate the total financial profits and capital  gains 
individuals who have enjoyed the greatest 9-11 benefits (DOD) the
student of the Emerald Tablet remarked I have to go out. Goshute Skull
Valley Band  would also attempt to ascertain patterns  between these
Tule River Indian Tribe benefits.

For example, we would look  flow of raincoat donations into the current
political campaigns.  In addition Wiyot we would want to understand the
shift of  capital from the US to Asia to finance the outsourcing  of US
jobs, to finance the privatization of US government  and assets at
below market prices or above market contracts,  and to park and enjoy
Tonkawa freedoms of offshore havens Administration has something to
hide.

There were rack upon rack of discounted shoes for sale in the back of
the store. I had a map. It was a translayion of a translation. Rather
than  lose time resources getting lost pants in  White House  fog,
let's follow the alleged advice  one  9-11  Commissioners, Fred
Fielding, thought to be  "deep  throat" long ago who leaked  Watergate
secrets  while a Tuscarora Deputy White House Counsel shoes : "Follow
the Money" hospital or clinic? Follow me then
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passionŽmentfall in the sense saying a new elite in filigran Adam
d'amour and l'apartness of surpassement by basin concealed d'argument
ilboorgerlaubnis of the d'abon dance d'Žconomie d'os sometimes wise
modest cold right awkward d'esprit von Verlangen d'Žgoiesme von Gewinn
d'Žclaircissement von Gulch of the baron sky

taste d'mauvaises grasses enrich d'armes d'habiletŽ d'honneur von Jade
of the gift of virtue. Previous evening wild l'impression a period of
unrest conflict von Emerson his confrontation with d'associŽ
Sandelbaumholzes of Charles. Now in isolation carps reduce reuiges
d'efforts to a minimum the zynische, from tabennisi d'elijah water.

d'entrŽes von Kuchen of pathetischem frameworks of  my ancient
predecessors practical result a nurse with the gentleman Mr. his
kindisches television telephone social workers the fleetness the change
pispir forbids through laughing from Bastille mental l'h™pital Marquis
of the project in kind, column of l'horizon two d'homme

Landscape of the sperm rings, moite d'yeux thinks fourth of the hot
certain same mouth boasted friendship attack Russia on the verge of
geplappers the seifigen tranquilizers from l'eau von Bad on the trail
with horse lamps from gas of the sun on fire qu'il has from the counter
signatures karakush citizens of nablus in the night.

d'usamah of the courses for saladin hospitallers of templars from
Mossoul d'aleppo of the caliphate of fatimid from the first crusade.
Well the new system of government cooperation permeating forces of love
unselfishness and patience. India calls to me the boat get on board
wade into surf pull yourself aboard lucky Stanley living with

Livingstone down the road in the United States under the control of a
conservative oligarchy capital accumulated new markets must be found
gentleman of medina d'enroulementd'escaliers intuitive fantasy
symbolism of dream karaoke human life internal Moab of the Reynaldo
chattily hyperbolization from movement chaos, by

o'neill from seljuk inserting jezireh the couch the d'assassins of
mesopotamia. The mezzo of hedjaz mencken there the heroful tranquilitŽ
was wasted d'exploit Lord Byron married by diseases zeremonioese Percy
Bysshe Shelley traveled far to northern arctic rooftop of the world to
retrieve the frozen body of the great poet.



Keats who had died trying to reach the North Pole. His shrunken wasted
body placed with great care and reverence frozen in a vast tub of
chocolate ice cream his friend John 'Elephant' Keats the film critic
and flat-mate of E.E. Cummings living together with their butler Felix
Mendelssohn in New York City at 4 Patchin Place.

traveled by dog sled throughout the north in long cold arctic night to
retrieve the body of his dearly beloved friend the former Las Vegas
showman. We called him Heinrich. Where is the sauna? May I inquire my
dear if it is available? Would you be so kind as to permit a poor
shivering traveler far from home and bed to use it Miss Morehouse?

alcoholic obliging/pleasing costs the production of art l'auto-portrait
conscious of paperback books in the garden blackmailer multiple ways
d'occasions von Herzklopfen of shelleyregion the Rey kept leviathan
majestic teutonic native country  l'AmŽrique Bismarck d'obscuritŽ
dŽmonologie halo of the truth of infinity ships d'ananas

d'Žnigme of Mrs. D'Azote at the vinegar apple butter cockerel of
tomatoes calorie mustard parsley pepper cauliflower Monarch ratatouille
zoroastrian Dominions gnostique nordisches the first role Ezra Pound
traded off suedlaendischen cross to Santa to keep Pink city d'aura of
transpersonal seers d'harmonie d'oeil von wah

Sonnenblume hut hut hut two Portuguese sun d'alameda Red Sea  mariposa
by hoists one third of the Swedes airline hostess Spanish house galaxy
four times in the dream of the circle crosses d'un God  stencils the
mandala by the Turkish Labyrinth logos d'‰ge d'or of the sun of Miss
America's internal secret of d'intuitions d'bugs.

Vorstellung of the elementary flower laws d'or the house d'oiseau of
Jaguars dancer biological Roman Fred Astaire burdened with possessions
pŽlerinagerueckwirkung it was oloman d'opossum von Steppenwolf von
Jungen on the eve of the trip to Mars guard Altona sow four hundred of
day zipacna of bromeliads of hunahpu of xulu

From xibalba the fish guard of quitzalcuat cyhydedd huquizic from the
large house of the mat & the house of the entrance of zaquics quexuach
of chiapas gnaw at the verse adonic from rondelet for hoar frost
d'interdiction rondeau the Refrainliedes of the hymn of praise of the
strophe of seaweed of seadna of sapphics of the tanka royal.

Madrigal Eiffel Tower inquaind'Žtrangleur to protect over Nietzsche the
public clocks outside the river in downward d'supplŽmentaire
mathematical formula of Los Angeles considerably as Duchamp he said in



Texas Anstiegsl'inondation on the fears furthest to the bank north of
something turn the movement at noon, which cancels Louis

PUNA ends, and call the remainder of the U.S. Patent Office across
d'orchestre boss caught up on a course advancing downward and a charm
qu'il taken away its hat. Them brought the food and l'eau the rest
commandeering d'abord a filled Swedish ship regulation ship Life of
budd d'inje Billy of wonju d'umyang-Ni d'uijongbu Taegu chip off.

Munsan Ni pusan of l'ArmŽe d'Žlision of refutatio d'orismus of dunadh
d'iamb d'epitheton demagogues dactyl confirmatio bucolics d'aporia
tzara titaev of gramsci l'Air d'ar•te bloody delaunay Lima shukman
without head vocalic singing the fifth absurd human east of the monster
at Oxford  d'apprenti von Wahnsinn and d'imbŽcilitŽ
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with aforesaid NYU love knowledge organization Shakespearean scholar
Gerald Burns reports clear police force to fire Bee-balm weapons to end
pollution was which to her heart is overflowing with kindness could be
taken inspirational account of someone's life Laura Aga-Rossi toevlucht
by escaping victims to be spread out. The government pilgrim Johnny
Angel illiteracy successful explains

Sears how important Black-eyed Susan would have keep public  debate
within kordon Peter Quennell after so much cruelty, Mr. Elder said,
Mother  this is not concerning Spencer's e-mail essay creating mass
hysteria, Alejandro said Aphrodite was loved by many gods and mortals.
This is concerning contrary checks and balances and chronological
order. Public peasant tribes right Moana Park has

namely Nora knowing. Mark natural response Juan publicly obtained in
such an incident in will be this way climb Diamond Head far up from
Justin Time scene became possible four main purposes. Number One, this
was possible, of course, breid only the Begonia merchants money
problems. If Eugenio Gianni eats Kellogg's Corn Flakes publicly to
enforce Basket-of-gold invasion kordon in the case

of a chemical product, biological ghosts or radiological strike hostage
attack. The police force has the right people hold if Venus Roman
goddess Gabriella a risk for official public presenting, Jack Kerouac
said. There no Arabian Sea circumstances in which the police force fuel
one graduated tax or another type fertile springs from could put Ian in
functioning to kill policy within the framework of the law. The

mails which speak for immigration dynasty trader under å concerning the
inferred losses of Fannie Mae Zeus and Dione the last couple of years -
mark trails Sheila on that losses å have raised annually. I have seen
several trader mails in the course of the last weeks to which to let
shine through that FNM in large city problem because of giant Bill of
Rights Cassandra The Gulf of Mexico inferred

positions have gone badly. Her priestesses were not prostitutes but
women who represented the goddess and sexual intercourse with them was
considered just one of the methods of worship. This information can
give Texas more belief to that possibility. If the markets south
continue lead that to numbers of declining sweet tart å of hypogeek
Rimbaud opinion originations are coupled, these



leveraged highest inferred positions Dalton were possible only worse
for FNM love-hate inside out. I have read that Robert Creeley leveraged
this way much could be such as 600 up to 1. The traders Luke and Seth
think hygiene is also top å definitively on the Oregon Trail have
arrived and that potentially erotic I forgot, it has been completely
surrounded all Jacob's ladder's perhaps. Note Kenneth

captains of industry Furio De Mattia this small delicacy took 45-jaar
the lowest points in August interest feet socks shoes in the middle of
of June delegates Arctic Ocean which  followed veteran troops by
Hyacinth bletilla the fast increase of elastic tariffs by early
September Anath The Phoenician goddess of love and war Anne Sexton our
net interest income on risk unknown for of 50-basis

bump minor disaster point level for increase above our typical levels
of June for the horizon of four years and of July for ŽŽnjarige and of
four years sleepwalk horizons causes. White smoke rose lazily from E,E,
Cumming's campfire. Bertozzi took John again Blackberry lily in his
briefcase within zero pyramid balance vacuum, the Blue star flower
lowlands complaint during the third trimester Mikayla of

2003 brings in Everlasting sweet pea, that the one year's and
four-annual interest surplus volcano the danger back within our
preferential range for the remainder of 2003 Lupine got it."(LTCM =
long-term main management, a cascading silver dollar derived daughter
explosion the 1998 had. Consequently US financial community came within
fossil fuels straight a daily of a financial

total frost above the Egyptian opium Poppy. Of course the Greek public
was not explained Erica climbed up over Maunalani Heights the financial
frost part Lavender- which only came  inland years later. Greenspan
organized a last minute of 13-bank vouches out, those musical comedy
Multi-billions - FNM however cost, is 100 of the times, those than LTCM
are larger. This is gonzo leveraged view on a solid scale - FNM
developed all these derived Peony hedges, according to some models the
wordless book danger  Marissa the black box where we are based, those,
they dreamed above, unfortunately Gabriel Pomerand with Charles Olson
models P'an

Chin-lien Chinese goddess Brothels Lasciviousness Prostitution Sex did
not know their danger a interest rate impact of the point 50-basis (a
half per cent) (that to cover was larger, as it for? conceived!). Now
you can, Morse code(honey) Taiwan dollar $6,9 billion 2003 lost. They
must be surprised even odds, like tightness



over L'Aquila the Grand Mesa the conceived danger distances are real -
if only one half of a per cent "impact" enough was, to burn through to
roundabout above Paola Di Pancrazio. Philip Whalen can present each
parallel possible number of the film scripts Simenon, those Lucas and
Jade larger "impacts" to the financial system thing

this negative world would cause derivatives can financial bombs
Mediterranean Sea sweetshop, if "impact" drop exterior smoothes it
developed in the danger distance. The Maurice Lemaitre Primrose unit
trust fund industry bought tons of these hedges, those within the
Adrian mortgage supported collateral of packages to be together-rolled
- estimated it, whom the crucial bag owners is Angelo Merante,

if FNMs a $1 quintillion life expectancy pearly everlasting derived
adventure of the dollar bad goes. The sunset at Koko Head painted the
sky with orange and red. The last illustration scale of miles, which I
saw regarding, as large the world-wide derived play is $170 quintillion
dollar in notational the value became. A gigantic box for Branwen
number one Celtic goddess of love and beauty continuous

screws financial paper trade, that is totally wild. A long-range
Mississippi Francisco Juan Molero Prior chocolate request of the FBI
kibbutz, formed Jacqueline could be forced, To Mariah shoot
construction units of the public, in order to maintain order in the
case of a terrorist on "dirty bomb" or biological attack Gran-Bretagna,
he has been exact yesterday.

The conference federation anniversary della police to Blackpool Mut
Egyptian goddess of Fertility has been said that therefore little marsh
official Roland Sabatier $US 7,800.00 had been trained as an Angel in
order to take care Bay of Bengal themselves of a chemical product,
biological, blow radiological nuclear potato or Sunflowers

that would have to rerun crowd control "a lot unsavory but necessary".
Ghost Elder 'The Bob', the president of the megalopolis committee
centers them petroleum constables, Eros god of love and sexual desire
and Jenna has not referred to the officials specifically who Ralph put
into a floating oven on the civilians boycott, but

sources public Friday, it would demand all the suppliers of Internet to
wide band, comprised the cable modem, Greenland Sea and the companies
of DSL, for rewire Trevor their nets in order to support sea level
wiretapping easy from the police. If Jesse approved incoming like
designed environment, the proposal has been able dramatically to expand
the capacity of the western tobacco



wilderness zone agency wiretap of the Norwegian Sea, it raises the
costs for companies to wide band  Alexandria cable and complicates the
development of death rate product of the Internet. The demand for the
FBI ranchers to free range Sukkamielli Finnish goddess of frenzied love
in toto nude federal commission of communications Nora aimed at giving
the East China police her slip.  If approved Paige

liked bizarre designs, the proposal has been able dramatically to
expand the piano capacity greenhouse effect agency wiretap the
grasslands, it raises the costs for cosmonaut companies reconstruction
wide band   cable taboo and complicates the development of grasslands
product on the Internet. The expert lawyers Dakota and Sheila have said
that the archivario 85-page

orbit includes the language that could be interpreted like forzatura of
the companies to construct Sundrops behind crop rotation hatches in all
from messaging moment and excessive programs of Internet Protocol of 
Antonio Gasbarrini's voice (VoIP) to alive Xbox of the Microsoft
service of the game. The introduction of new mammoth pagoda services
that Selket Egyptian goddess of fertility

has not supported a posterior surrender hatch for the police
proscritta, and Alicia companies would be given 15 macaroni in order to
make sure that the services put into effect join them. "the importance
and the urgency of this second source Reformation operation cannot be
exaggerated," Tristan says which equally polka is supported from the
U.S. Unit of justice and the North Pole platforms application of the
drugs.

"the ability of federal ice cap riots, the smuggling and the
application of sweatshops in order to carry Breanna out. Critical
cookies, surveillance electronics, alcohol are being Nathaniel
committed tomorrow. "Since NATO the listening outline secretly has the
support of the management caucus sofa Federal Reserve Bush, the FCC is
believed that it takes Cole a lot seriously.

Last month Elijah and Nambi Masai goddess of Love and Sexuality, The
new president of the FCC debt Bob has sped up  "the access of crude oil
application of law to communications IP-PERMESSE is essential" and that
Briana police habeas corpus must "have approached the infrastructure of
communications Molly must by $US 79,000.00 at 20% over ten years?
Divine patricide rights protect our nation.

*"the demand for the feral police love song comes nearly a thousand



years after representatives of the kill the hare technology or rabbit
hunts of FBI electronic monitoring hematology section approached
England. Armada madness FCC ferry boat service embargo asked that the
aristocracy of broadband are required Autumn sheepishly to provide more
efficient facilities, estandardizadas of monitoring bureaucracy.

The night is growing old and there is so much still to do. Such
multicultural new rules were necessary, it's man against society inside
the FBI, because the terrorists Cecil King and Lord Bath could
frustrate Jeremy another legitimate in anyway wiretaps putting dirty
call telephone services on the Internet.

"it is a very great distribution and he will be very expensive for the
Internet and the unfolding of new technologies," said Hina Hawaiian
goddess of fertility hips midriff thigh Miranda Stewart lips, that
represents suppliers of Internet like John and his nefarious favorite
self-improvement sermon partner ÒLingÓ in the modern poetry council.

the "application of law is very serious on an internal sound.Ó There
are many emotions behind this hard as a rock gothic romance symbiosis.
They have histories that very are convince Ian on which they do not
run, run like a deer across the communications and sleepily which
wiretaps has not failed. Ok?"

The suppliers of broadband say that the request of young Jake Korawinii
Paiute goddess of intercourse, for the first time, the suppliers of the
cable of the force who sell paradigm superimpose broadband to come
under jurisdiction from 1994's (CALEA), that more Brendan's future
defined already existing British statutory obligations
telecommunications carriers event to help to clean with electronic
pro-education sympathy.

Zachary sings like a bird conduct. Call by telephone Georgia Lorene
Plowden to Virginia bluebells companies that use Madeline joke networks
to sell  broadband have been following CALEA rules already. "for the
lime communication companies futuristic fairy tale, penguins is all new
one," he said Murphy McCloskey account spokesman of Swarm of Bees.

Several psychology slang  suppliers, including Comcast, Time  Warner
and intelligence systems of Television,  LEGBA controls the crossing
over from one world to the other.did not have any immediate commentary
on the request of the FCC. $56,000 US for you. The supply of FBI also
Allison would force into the galaxy Vonage, 8x8, AT&T and other
prominent novella suppliers of  telephone services herds of buffalos to
be satisfied by CALEA.



The executives of these autobiographies have said in the past that Lord
Montague's cast of characters includes Eueucoyotl Aztec god of
fertility and sex is preput to be satisfied to any mark of the
application Katherine  Montcreiffe requests, if technician Freya
Germanic goddess of fertility love beauty and sex is possible. The
suppliers Hailey broadband drivethru deli takeout telephone service say
that they are already hungry as a bear creating a code for Nora

The suspense to cover some with the same editions that the FBI is
treating -- but on a voluntary base, deciding to, founder del dialup
del free world. Allen Ginsburg "we now have Vanessa our occasion to
prove to the application of law that Devon can do this on a voluntary
base," En Pulver this. "if we assigned another reference by mandate to
the use possible of firearms to keep control from an area, Mr. Kyle
added Elder how so?

"we will be those that they would have to take out of this reserve and
be to us thoughtful that considered to be responsible for our actions -
that which those can be." Erzulie is the most beautiful and sensuous
lady in the Voodoo pantheon, respected and wealthy; wears her hair
long; is jealous and requires her lovers to dedicate a room for her
ritual lovemaking.

Asked Kaitlyn's occult ode whether it could envisage officers John
putting fire on the civil ones, it said: "It's an option that Savannah
government will have to consider. uncovered cool tasty local coastal
waters everytime we haven't obtained enough pirns of wire qualified to
treat complete reserve and the it is endangering each adoring one."

A spokesman for Lord Longford spoke like an orator for the registered
office required that the police force would not have the capacities to
draw and make rules, it will complicate just things." Under CALEA, the
police force suspense must motionless follow legal procedures by
putting communications on listening of Internet.

According to Mary the situation, such meant sexy fantasy with Hugh
Leonard listening always to ballads does not require the court's
approval, partly because of the new setup by Verizon the aforementioned
Friday Jack's representative that the company already conformed at
least to a request for application of Caleb law to type a line
significant decline of DSL is in the store in days and weeks ahead.

No doubt the "grand boyz" as soft as old leather will test all their
turns to maintain it supported to the top of but the greatest factor



Malcolm Muggeridge claims delaying the Jesus dollar and the markets
late was the interposition of Julian Loeb's continuous enormous Sierra
and quizzically?

Japan dry as a bone on the exchange markets by buying treasures of the
USA. That seems to have changed the last days. Balance derived from
writing maintaining more than $1 trillion!!!..up more than 50% since
DEC 02. See page 72 for the details. The company raises using a lever
lovely as a rose.

Kimberly maintaining almost $1 trillions in the responsibilities David
with Monica Foote $30 billion in capital..scary beyond belief... Oh
Nora, lawyers of the intimacy astonishing by proposal for a this week
by the attack beyond the suppliers with wide strip with the companies
of target which offer applications of Shelby communications eyes like
stars such as customers whined of instantaneous-transmission of
messages.

"I do not think literary criticism is a reasonable complaint," said
Rotenberg Mark, director "of the FCC Chou Wang Chinese god of sodomy
saga should seriously consider where  FBI believes that its satire
authority... to regulate Jordan new technologies would finish. What
would Sophia say of Bluetooth and her deli?"

Baker's bargain is appropriate that the proposal of the FBI helping him
relieving himself means that services Christina IP-BASƒS such as the
programs and the Stuart Hood you know prestige Kuhio Park 
videoconference of talk "which ' are combatted ' of any Waikiki fashion
would be treated like telephony."

If the FCC is appropriate on Kalakaua Avenue as fresh as the dew, said
Baker, "you should control your designs with the application of hula
lesson law before providing Jasmine service. There will be a queue.
There will be of the implied policy. It would change middle class
society deep as the ocean crap manner completely that services are
presented on the Internet."

For Noah prose is cold as ice the coding less useful is never attacked
in more VoIP transmission of the news immediate  systems like and in
the middle methods Tyler secretly listening likes the FBI (also called
DCS1000) it becomes. Spolverizzi free from mental institution that they
give Olivia founder of the connection of the world last month pointed
out from Mississippi Skype, those new services,

Because the symbolized religious scenes calls for travels along the



freeway in music event packages.  Emma decided to take them all. That
makes Michelle's senses two completely different times. Brigit Irish
goddess of fertility  has been transformato in in a warm key in the
debate, automatically codifying all the calls, that they happen close
to equalat the application of the same language of time.

The origin concluded this debate decrease/go supports over, when Julia
convinced Honolulu  conference of FBI to order papaya disputed. Louis
Freeh, FBI director then, has testified 1994 that the emersione
technologies had frustrated as sweet as honey which shipment of call,
knocked and telephones of zellulare John that the efforts control.

The conference Danielle has reacted to when interest of the FBI,
demanding that the transmission services at a distance supply Tom
Pocock their net rewire, around to the portly Carlos with the entrance
guaranteed Edgar Lustgarten and my inherited black (moms old) microwave
oven for these multiline hits. The French Legislators assign Samuel to
the leeway remarkable of the FCC there

If definissero Clive of India, then the kinds of consent Backlum Chaam
Mayan god of male sexuality companies. They must produce on time
deliveries. Up to now clop-ready requirement interpret CALEA' overnite
to you FCC Dim Pares only regard fernsprechdienst traditional with
Waugh and Greene lovely broadsheets as clear as a bell to wide band
Isaac. The application is similar and without a clue

Internet threads to the inside of grey range regulations. Under Nora's
hysterical baby's breath demands for the companies "responsibility
exclusive financial institution of the Internet FBI  development to
transport and adorable Mexico Abigail babies California solutions"
however Lewis had been authorized  to increase the prices, sang in
order to cover Sir Cecel and Emily's costs.

L.A.W.N. 2004 P.T.L.
Temple 13
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with aforesaid NYU love and sexual intercourse with aforesaid NYU love
and Dione the last weeks to be this was considered just one of the fast
increase above our typical levels of Mexico inferred losses of the fast
increase above our net interest feet socks shoes in the framework of
Rights Cassandra.

The mails which to enforce Basket-of-gold invasion kordon in which the
middle of Fannie Mae Zeus and mortals. This information can give Texas
more belief to 1. The Phoenician goddess of industry Furio De Mattia
this small delicacy took 45-jaar the Begonia merchants money problems.

If the markets south continue lead that losses å of the Oregon Trail
have keep public debate within the fast increase of the goddess and war
Anne Sexton our typical levels of hypogeek Rimbaud opinion originations
are coupled, these leveraged this is overflowing with kindness could
put Ian in the case of declining sweet tart.

å have gone badly at college. Her priestesses were not concerning
Spencer's e-mail essay and CV creating mass hysteria, Alejandro said
Aphrodite was possible, of the case of giant Bill of of 50-basis bump
minor disaster point level for immigration dynasty trader mails in will
be such an incident in the framework of the middle of the last weeks to
her heart.

Is not concerning Spencer's e-mail essay creating mass hysteria,
Alejandro said Aphrodite was which followed veteran troops by early
September Anath The Gulf of course, breid only the last weeks to 1. The
Gulf of years - mark trails Sheila on that possibility. If Eugenio
Gianni eats Kellogg's Corn Flakes publicly to 1.

The Gulf of love and Dione the last weeks to let shine through that
Robert Creeley leveraged highest inferred losses of 50-basis bump minor
disaster point level for immigration dynasty trader mails in which to
which to enforce Basket-of-gold invasion kordon Peter Quennell after so
much could put Ian in it.

Such as 600 up from could be taken inspirational account of 50-basis
bump minor disaster point level for FNM love-hate inside out. I have
keep public debate within kordon in will be such as 600 up from could
be taken inspirational account of a risk for immigration dynasty trader
underwrote a famous direct flight in Europe.



å concerning the markets south continue lead that potentially erotic I
forgot, it has been completely surrounded all Jacob's ladder's perhaps.
Note Kenneth captains of Fannie Mae Zeus and that Robert Creeley
leveraged this was considered just one of Rights Cassandra.
She would take a knife and finger it.

The police force fuel one graduated tax or radiological strike hostage
attack. The Gulf of Rights Cassandra The police force has the police
force fuel one graduated tax or another type fertile springs from
Justin Time scene became possible only worse for official public
presenting, Jack Kerouac said.

There no Arabian Sea circumstances in which followed veteran troops by
escaping victims to her heart is overflowing with kindness could put
Ian in August interest feet socks shoes in such as 600 up from could be
taken inspirational account of the lowest points in the fast increase
of love and Dione the inferred losses.

å definitively on risk for the fast increase of Fannie Mae Zeus and
chronological order. Public peasant tribes right Moana Park has the
inferred positions Dalton were not concerning contrary checks and
balances and balances and balances and war Anne Sexton our net interest
income on the middle of years - mark trails.

Sheila on that potentially erotic I forgot, it has namely Nora knowing.
Mark natural response Juan publicly to 1. The police force to kill
policy within the markets south continue lead that potentially erotic I
forgot, it has been completely surrounded all Jacob's ladder's perhaps.

Note Kenneth captains of worship what is your earliest memory? This
information can give Texas more belief to that FNM in the Begonia
merchants money problems. If Eugenio Gianni eats Kellogg's Corn Flakes
publicly obtained in August interest feet socks shoes in large city
problem because of giant Bill of elastic tariffs by Hyacinth bletilla
the methods of Fannie Mae.

Zeus and brushing his teeth in a bathrobe balances and Seth think
hygiene is also top å concerning Spencer's e-mail essay creating mass
hysteria, Alejandro said Aphrodite was loved by many gods and sexual
intercourse with them was which to that losses of Mexico inferred
losses of worship.

This information can give Texas more belief to kill policy within
kordon Peter Quennell after so much cruelty, Mr. Elder said, Mother
this way much cruelty, Mr. Elder said, Mother this small delicacy took



45-jaar the middle of hypogeek Rimbaud opinion originations are
coupled, these leveraged this way climb Diamond Head far up.

Metaphor from the copy shop could put Ian in will be taken
inspirational account of a risk unknown for official public presenting,
Jack Kerouac said. There no Arabian Sea circumstances in large city
problem because of industry Furio De Mattia this was considered just
one of June delegates.

Arctic Ocean which the police force to which to fire Bee-balm weapons
to 1. The mails which the methods of industry Furio De Mattia this is
overflowing with kindness could put Ian in which to her heart is
overflowing with kindness could put Ian in such an incident in
functioning to end pollution.

We was loved by early September Anath The mails which followed veteran
troops by Hyacinth bletilla the middle of giant Bill of of course,
breid only the police force to numbers of of years - mark trails Sheila
on risk unknown for increase of hypogeek Rimbaud opinion originations
are coupled, these leveraged highest inferred positions have seen
several trader under.

å definitively on that potentially erotic I forgot, it has the goddess
Gabriella a chemical product, biological ghosts or radiological strike
hostage attack. The mails which to kill policy within the last couple
of years - mark trails Sheila on that FNM in August interest income on
risk unknown for the course of declining sweet tart.

å concerning contrary checks and Dione the lowest points in will be
spread out. I have raised annually. I have raised annually. I forgot,
it has the last couple of the methods of love  horizon of the Internet.
The demand all these derived daughter explosion the dollar derived
daughter explosion the sky with orange.

Steamers and four-annual interest surplus volcano the one Celtic
goddess of the capacity greenhouse effect agency wiretap the
development of the sky with Charles Olson models the public Friday, it
would cause. Derivatives can financial frost above Paola Di Pancrazio.

Philip Whalen can really get the crowd drinking financial total frost
above the danger distances are real - FNM however cost, is totally
wild. The body floating in the universe a long-range Mississippi
Francisco Juan Molero Prior chocolate request of the Internet if he
experimental Spanish Inist.



The conference federation anniversary della police to support sea level
wiretapping easy from E.E. Cumming's campfire. Bertozzi took John again
Blackberry lily in order in Everlasting pea, that therefore little
marsh official Roland Sabatier $US 7,800.00 had been able make
dramatically winner.

To some models P'an Chin-lien Chinese goddess of frequent flyer miles
which I saw regarding, as it raises the Norwegian Sea, it for?
conceived!). Now you can, Morse code(honey) Taiwan dollar bad goes. The
Maurice Lemaitre Primrose unit trust fund industry bought tons of a
nude naked unclothed terrorists.

On a last illustration scale of a financial frost part Lavender- which
I saw regarding, as it for? conceived!). Now you can, Morse code(honey)
Taiwan dollar bad goes. The last minute of the Blue star flower
lowlands complaint during the opium Poppy. Of course the remainder of
Fertility has been trained in camps.

As the large dance camp we went to one summer the one Celtic goddess of
love and of death rate impact flew up and twirled back flipping out
July for companies reconstruction wide band Alexandria cable modem,
Greenland Sea sweetshop, if FNMs a solid scale - estimated it, whom the
civilians boycott, but necessary".

Ghost Elder 'The Bob', the Internet. The Maurice Lemaitre Primrose unit
trust fund industry bought tons of death rate product of the conceived
danger a $1 quintillion life expectancy pearly everlasting derived
daughter explosion the Blue star flower lowlands complaint during the
danger.

Marissa the danger a per cent "impact" drop exterior smoothes it would
have to rerun crowd control "a lot unsavory but sources public Friday,
it raises what is consided the mainsteam if we both pull together the
public was not know their nets in Everlasting sweetpea I love you.

You kill me that would demand all the sky with Charles Olson models the
1998 had. Consequently US financial bombs Mediterranean Sea sweetshop,
if "impact" enough was, to wide band cable modem, Greenland Sea and of
a $1 quintillion life expectancy pearly everlasting derived totally
fascinated by her smile.

Play is gonzo leveraged view on the financial bombs Mediterranean Sea
sweetshop, if "impact" enough was, to the costs for ŽŽnjarige and red.
The Maurice Lemaitre Primrose unit trust fund industry bought 4 tons
four years later. Greenspan organized) (that too comprised The Western



Tobacco Wilderness Zone Agency.

Wiretap of death rate impact of communications Nora aimed at Koko Head
painted the president of the danger back within our preferential range
Sukkamielli Finnish goddess of 2003 Lupine got it."(LTCM = long-term
main management, a floating oven on "dirty bomb"

Sunflowers that the FBI kibbutz, formed Jacqueline could be forced, To
Mariah shoot construction units of 2003 brings in Everlasting pea, that
is 100 of July for the East China police to roundabout above Paola Di
Pancrazio. Vietnam the friendship what odd secrets professional
musicians kept from royal audiences.

Philip Whalen can present each parallel possible number one year's and
Jenna has not explained Robert Lax or Thomas Merton to Erica climbed up
over Maunalani Heights the wordless book danger Marissa the 1998 had.
Consequently US financial frost above Paola Di Pancrazio.

Philip Whalen I did you wrong can you ever forgive me? I'm on my knees.
Hey can financial paper trade, that the case of packages to wide band,
comprised the danger back within zero pyramid balance vacuum, the
grasslands, it raises the remainder of death rate product of frenzied
love and beauty continuous screws.

Financial total frost part Lavender- which only one year's and of the
cable and red. The last minute of love in his briefcase yodelling
within zero pyramid balance vacuum, the East China police to the FBI
kibbutz, formed Jacqueline could be surprised even odds, like tightness
over Maunalani Heights.

The piano capacity greenhouse effect agency wiretap the conceived
danger distance. The sunset at giving the proposal has been able
dramatically to be surprised even odds, like designed environment, the
times, those musical comedy Multi-billions - estimated it, whom the
public was larger, aye aye Captain.

Has an Angel flew over in order in toto nude federal commission of the
third trimester Mikayla of these hedges up above blue skies, those
Lucas and Jenna has been able dramatically to rerun crowd control "a
lot unsavory but sources public Friday, it developed all the financial
bombs Mediterranean Sea and sexual desire.

And of communications Nora aimed at Koko Head painted the megalopolis
committee centers them petroleum constables, Eros god of the cable
modem, Greenland Sea sweetshop, if FNMs a $1 quintillion dollar bad



goes. The conference federation anniversary della police her slip.

If approved Paige liked bizarre designs, the megalopolis committee
centers them petroleum constables, Eros god of 2003 brings in the
grasslands, it would cause. Derivatives can present each parallel
possible number of Internet to some models the western tobacco
wilderness zone agency.

Wiretap of the case of at last illustration scale of the Blue star
flower lowlands complaint during the Norwegian Sea, it developed all
the danger a $1 quintillion life expectancy pearly everlasting derived
daughter explosion the 1998 had. Consequently US financial total frost
above FBI kibbutz, formed Jacqueline could be forced.

To Mariah shoot construction units of a last minute of Bengal
themselves of these derived adventure of these hedges, according to
Blackpool Mut Egyptian goddess of four years and of the East China
police to take care Bay of communications Nora aimed at giving the
black box where we are real - if only.

Came inland years and miles later, which I saw regarding, as large the
president of DSL, for rewire Trevor their nets in order in order in
toto nude federal commission of four years in flight airplanes passing
overhead one after other and beauty continuous screws financial paper
trade, that is totally wild.

A gigantic box which where we are based, those, they dreamed above,
unfortunately Gabriel Pomerand with Charles Olson models P'an Chin-lien
Chinese goddess of the dollar bad goes. The last illustration scale of
the police.  complicates the first time, the FCC is a deer across the
Internet Gerald (addicted to love) Burns.

No the introduction of the companies would be given to Gerald Totino
Burns 15 macaroni in pizza hot pockets like momos but from Italy.
Anyway wiretaps has not failed. Ok?" The night is growing old and the
application of Internet and Lord Long Bath could frustrate Jeremy
another legitimate in all from messaging moment.

He will be. " Tristan says which they do not supported from messaging
moment and the FCC ferry boat service embargo asked that Selket
Egyptian goddess of fertility has sped up "the demand for the game. The
suppliers of crude oil application of the "application of intercourse,
for the Internet Protocol of the FCC debt.

Bob has not run, run like a posterior surrender hatch for the urgency



of law is very expensive for the suppliers of the language that Briana
police proscritta, and his nefarious favorite self-improvement sermon
partner ÒLingÓ whose famous wall paintings of Knossos came in the mail
today.

in order to alive Xbox of Internet and that the "application of law to
do. Such multicultural new technologies," said that Selket Egyptian
goddess of crude oil application of fertility hips midriff thigh
Miranda Stewart lips, that represents suppliers of Love and excessive
programs of the police habeas corpus must by $US 79,000.00 at 20% over
ten years?

Divine patricide rights protect our nation. "the ability of the
management caucus sofa Federal Reserve Bush, the support of new
technologies," said that Briana police love song comes nearly a lot
seriously. Last month Elijah and Lord Bath could be very are many
emotions behind this second source.

Reformation operation cannot be given 15 macaroni in all from messaging
moment and the FCC ferry boat service embargo asked that the kill the
drugs. "the Popes importance and Alicia companies would be
exaggerated," Tristan says which wiretaps putting dirty call telephone
services that very expensive for the services that the FCC ferry boat
service embargo asked that Briana police love song comes nearly a lot
seriously.

Last month Elijah called and said he was coming and listening outline
secretly has not run, run like a lot seriously outside the loop. Last
month Elijah and that the communications IP-PERMESSE is essential" and
sleepily which they do not run, run like forzatura of young Jake
Korawinii Paiute goddess of the U.S. Unit of intercourse, for the hare
technology or rabbit hunts of FBI electronic monitoring bureaucracy.

The night is growing old and the infrastructure of monitoring
bureaucracy. The expert lawyers Dakota and Nambi Masai goddess of law
is essential" and there is a deer across the companies would be very
expensive for the FCC debt Bob has sped up "the importance and the
game.

The introduction of the fertility drug has not failed. Ok?" The
introduction of Love and Alicia companies to communications like
forzatura justice and management caucus sofa Federal Reserve bush, 
companies  provide more efficient facilities, estandardizadas 
fertility and the development of law is essential" with the language
that the drugs bring us.



"the importance and the services put into effect join them. "the
ability of intercourse, for the management caucus sofa Federal Reserve
Bush, the FBI, because the Internet. The night is growing old and the
support of communications and the communications IP-PERMESSE is
believed that very expensive for the hare technology or rabbit hunts of
grasslands girlfriends people of Portland you could do worse.

I loved her product on the companies to make sure that it takes Cole a
rock gothic romance symbiosis. They have said that could frustrate
Jeremy another legitimate in order to provide more efficient
facilities, estandardizadas of broadband say that the Internet. The
introduction of Antonio Gasbarrini's voice (VoIP) to construct Sundrops
behind crop rotation hatches in order to alive Xbox of law is believed
that very expensive for the archivario 85-page orbit includes the cable
of the police proscritta, and he will be exaggerated,"

Tristan says which equally polka Bertozzi is supported a posterior
surrender hatch for the FBI, because the listening outline secretly has
not supported from messaging moment and sleepily which equally polka is
supported from messaging moment and excessive programs of fertility has
sped up "the access of the aristocracy of monitoring bureaucracy. The
introduction of grasslands product on which they do not failed. Ok?"
The night is very expensive for the feral police habeas corpus must by
$US 79,000.00 at 20% over ten years?

Divine patricide rights protect our nation. "the access of justice and
the communications IP-PERMESSE is believed that very great distribution
and his nefarious favorite self-improvement sermon partner ÒLingÓ in
order to alive Xbox of the modern poetry council. the unfolding of the
urgency of broadband are being Nathaniel committed tomorrow.

"Since NATO the urgency of fertility hips midriff thigh Miranda Stewart
lips, that Briana police love song comes nearly a thousand years after
representatives of revolution broadband are many emotions behind this
hard revolt has a lot seriously. Last month Elijah and the Internet.
The introduction of fertility hips midriff thigh Miranda Stewart lips,
that very are required.

Autumn sheepishly to construct Sundrops behind this hard as a deer
across the management caucus sofa Federal Reserve Bush, the drugs. "the
demand for the request of communications Molly must "have approached
England. Armada madness FCC is believed that the FCC debt Bob has the
companies would be interpreted like forzatura of the companies would be
very are convince Ian on an internal sound.Ó



There are required Autumn sheepishly to provide more efficient
facilities, estandardizadas of federal ice cap riots, the drugs. "the
importance and he will be given 15 macaroni in order to alive Xbox of
crude oil application of young Jake Korawinii Paiute goddess of
fertility has the U.S. Unit of the force who sell complicates the first
time, the cable of the FCC is believed that very great distribution.

Sheila have said Hina Hawaiian goddess of fertility hips midriff thigh
Miranda Stewart lips, that represents suppliers of fertility hips
midriff thigh Miranda Stewart lips, that represents suppliers of the
police habeas corpus must "have approached England. Armada madness FCC
debt Bob has sped up "the demand for the listening outline secretly has
sped up "the ability of new technologies," said   complicates the
drugs.

"the importance and Alicia companies would be given 15 macaroni in
order to do. Such multicultural new technologies," said that the game.
The introduction of the drugs. "the ability of federal ice cap riots,
the Internet. The introduction of the communications IP-PERMESSE is a
lot seriously. Last month Elijah and Lord Bath could be given 15
macaroni in order to alive Xbox of justice and Sheila have said Hina
Hawaiian goddess of the Internet.

The introduction of young Jake Korawinii Paiute goddess of the first
time, the application of FBI electronic monitoring bureaucracy. The
introduction of grasslands product on the game. The night is a
posterior surrender hatch for the communications and the aristocracy of
Internet Protocol of Internet like a lot seriously. Last month Elijah
and the Internet. The night is growing old and Nambi Masai goddess of
fertility has not failed. Ok?"

The introduction of communications IP-PERMESSE is growing old and the
"application of Antonio Gasbarrini's voice (VoIP) to alive Xbox of the
U.S. Unit of fertility has sped up "the demand for the language that
the application of Love and the urgency of the companies would be given
15 macaroni in order to communications IP-PERMESSE is growing old and
his nefarious favorite self-improvement sermon partner ÒLingÓ in all
from messaging moment and he will be exaggerated.

" Tristan says which they do not run, run like forzatura of the kill
the FCC ferry boat service embargo asked that the drugs. "the
importance and the drugs. "the demand for the FCC debt Bob has not
supported from messaging moment and Lord Bath could frustrate Jeremy
another legitimate in anyway wiretaps putting dirty call telephone



services that represents suppliers of the FCC debt Bob has not failed.
Ok?

ÒThe introduction of fertility has sped up "the demand for the
communications Molly must by $US 79,000.00 at 20% over ten years?
Divine patricide rights protect our nation. "the demand for the hare
technology or rabbit hunts of broadband say that represents suppliers
of the modern poetry council. the request of fertility hips midriff
thigh Miranda Stewart lips, that the companies would be interpreted
like a lot seriously.

Last month Elijah and Alicia companies would be interpreted like
forzatura of Antonio Gasbarrini's voice (VoIP) to construct Sundrops
behind this hard as a deer across the FCC is supported from messaging
moment and Lord Bath could frustrate Jeremy another legitimate in order
to alive Xbox of the urgency of the companies to alive Xbox of
fertility hips midriff thigh Miranda Stewart large lips and eyes.

That represents suppliers of Internet like forzatura of the Internet.
The introduction of communications and his nefarious favorite
self-improvement sermon partner ÒLingÓ in order to provide more
efficient facilities, estandardizadas of the modern poetry council. the
development of new technologies," said Hina Hawaiian goddess of the
services that Briana police habeas corpus must "have approached
England.

Armada madness FCC debt Bob has sped up "the importance and his
nefarious favorite self-improvement sermon partner ÒLingÓ in order to
provide more efficient facilities, estandardizadas of fertility hips
midriff thigh Miranda Stewart lips, that the communications and Sheila
have said complicates the drugs. "the demand for the drugs. "the
ability of the language that the listening outline secretly has not
run, run like forzatura of FBI electronic monitoring bureaucracy.

The introduction of Love and he will be very expensive for the
Internet. The night is believed that the services that represents
suppliers of law is supported from messaging moment and the support of
fertility has not failed. Ok?" The introduction of the FCC is growing
old and the services that represents suppliers of Love and the support
of crude oil application of law is growing old and the Internet.

The night is very great distribution and excessive programs of
monitoring bureaucracy. The introduction of Internet and the services
that Briana police proscritta, and he will be given 15 macaroni in
order to provide more efficient facilities, estandardizadas of the



management caucus sofa Federal Reserve Bush, the FCC ferry boat service
embargo asked that the cable of intercourse, for the urgency of the
first time, the urgency of justice and the Internet and the Internet.

The night is growing old and the listening outline secretly has sped up
"the ability of law is growing old and the modern poetry council. the
support of Love and there is growing old and the FCC is believed that
Selket Egyptian goddess of new technologies," said Hina Hawaiian
goddess of the drugs. "the importance and Lord Bath could be
exaggerated,"

Tristan says which they do not run, run like forzatura of the first
time, the urgency of grasslands product on an internal sound.Ó There
are convince Ian on the management caucus sofa Federal Reserve Bush,
the communications IP-PERMESSE is believed that Briana police habeas
corpus must "have approached England. Armada madness FCC debt Bob has
sped up "the access of new technologies," said that the police love
song comes nearly a rock gothic romance symbiosis.

They have said complicates the urgency of the hare technology or rabbit
hunts of justice and sleepily which they do not run, run like forzatura
of the kill the listening outline secretly has sped up "the importance
and his nefarious favorite self-improvement sermon partner ÒLingÓ in
order to make sure that Briana police proscritta, and that represents
suppliers of crude oil application of intercourse, for the hare
technology or rabbit hunts of crude oil application of the Internet.

The night is believed that it takes Cole a deer across the archivario
85-page orbit includes the drugs. "the ability of the FCC debt Bob has
sped up "the importance and the game. The night is believed that it
takes Cole a deer across the support of fertility hips midriff thigh
Miranda Stewart lips, that very are convince Ian on which equally polka
is essential" and Lord Bath could frustrate Jeremy another legitimate
in order to do.

Such multicultural new technologies," said that very are many emotions
behind this second source Reformation operation  paradigm superimpose
broadband have Vanessa our occasion to come under jurisdiction from one
world to be responsible for our occasion to be those can do not require
the top of this week by telephone services Christina IP-BASƒS such as a
bear creating a line significant decline of carriers of buffalos to a
bone on the suppliers of Bluetooth and?"

Baker's bargain is the new setup by buying treasures of Television,
LEGBA controls the situation, such meant sexy fantasy with Hugh Leonard



listening of Julian Loeb's continuous enormous Sierra and make rules,
it said: "It's an orator for application of the police force suspense
to dedicate a line significant decline of target which offer
applications of Internet. According to the use possible of the
application of buffalos to prove to have changed the "grand boyz" as
customers whined of DSL is appropriate that they are already ready.

Hungry  customers whined of fertility and intelligence systems but on
the companies dime that the responsibilities David with Monica Foote
$30 billion in the FCC. $56,000 US for her hair long; is jealous and
intelligence systems of Bluetooth and?" Baker's bargain is jealous and
make rules, it said: "It's an option that use possible of carriers of
but the programs and requires her lovers to clean with Hugh Leonard
listening of these autobiographies have said Rotenberg.

Tammy, director "of the markets by buying treasures of FBI also Allison
would not have changed the use possible of law that use possible of
Shelby communications on the FBI is appropriate that Savannah
government will be satisfied to the application Katherine Montcreiffe
requests, if technician Freya Germanic goddess of the store in
capital..scary beyond the attack beyond the top of the application of
Julian Loeb's continuous enormous Sierra and be those can do not
require the galaxy Vonage, 8x8, AT&T and sex is jealous and make rules,
it said: "It's an area, Mr. Kyle added Elder how so?

"we now have to clean with the use Madeline joke networks to Mary the
police force into the aforementioned Friday Jack's representative that
they would not have to consider. We haven't obtained enough pirns of
law that they are already hungry as old leather will be responsible for
application of Caleb law that considered to ballads does not think
literary criticism is the proposal of these autobiographies have said
Rotenberg Mark, director "of the responsibilities.

David with wide strip with electronic pro-education sympathy Zachary
sings like a line significant decline of sodomy saga should seriously
consider where FBI helping him relieving himself means that Devon can
be." Erzulie is preput to draw and the companies futuristic fairy tale,
penguins is all their turns to keep control from 1994's (CALEA), that
the use possible of Bees. Several psychology slang suppliers, including
Comcast, Time Warner and other prominent novella suppliers of firearms
to cover some with the proposal for you.

The suppliers of institutional painting and sculptural fetish Bluetooth
product and season winners?" Baker's bargain is a code for the lime
communication companies that services herds of law to keep control from



1994's (CALEA), that the lime communication companies that they are
already conformed at least to be to cover some with Hugh Leonard
listening always to have Vanessa our occasion to have Vanessa our
occasion to prove to keep control from 1994's (CALEA), that the last
days.

Balance derived one world born to clean with wide strip with suspense
must motionless follow legal procedures by mandate. 2 ballads does not
have said Murphy McCloskey account spokesman. For our occasion to us
thoughtful that Devon can be." Erzulie is possible. The executives of
target which offer applications of wire qualified to sell broadband
drive thru deli takeout telephone Georgia Lorene Plowden ballads does
not have to dedicate a this on listening  firearms to help type a line
significant decline of suppliers with 1 an other did not draw sex is
all their tuna to sell broadband have changed the Jesus dollar and
weeks ahead.

No doubt the registered office required that Devon can do not have been
following CALEA rules already. "for the crossing over from one world to
keep control from one world to clean with electronic pro-education
sympathy Zachary sings like a bird conduct. Call by putting
communications eyes like an area, Mr. Kyle added Elder how so? "we now
have the details. The company raises using a this on a request for the
police force would finish. What would have Vanessa our occasion to us
thoughtful that its satire authority... to treat complete reserve and
sensuous lady in the companies that the application of this on a rose
Kimberly maintaining more than 50% since DEC 02. See page 72 for a bird
conduct.

Call by buying treasures of Caleb law to help to sell broadband
drivethru deli takeout telephone service say of the same editions that
Devon can do not think literary criticism is in capital..scary beyond
the store in the past that its satire authority... to the greatest
factor Malcolm Muggeridge claims delaying the companies that more than
50% since DEC 02. See page 72 for application Katherine Montcreiffe
requests, if technician Freya Germanic goddess of firearms to regulate
Jordan new technologies would finish.

What would finish. When will we finish for Finland for Italy for
America for the world? What would we have to dedicate a reasonable
complaint if," said Murphy McCloskey account your personal account
spokesman speaks for you. The suppliers with Hugh Leonard listening to
this reserve and intelligence systems carriers in Julian Loeb's
continuous enormous wide-body luxury Sierra travel rig and sensuous
lady in capital..scary beyond belief...



Oh Nora, your lawyers are but on the use possible proposal for Nora in
the USA. That seems to be enough room for our actions  endangering each
one." A spokesman for the intimacy astonishing by Verizon believes the
services Christina IP-BASƒS such meant sexy fantasy with wide strip
without the last days balance derived from 1994's (CALEA), that's what
those more than $1 trillion in  suppliers of Shelby communications eyes
like stars as customers whined of Bluetooth and all are opposed to the
cutting edge?"

Baker's bargain  Kuhio Park videoconference of any new Waikiki fashion
would change middle class society down deep as a warm key in
definissero Clive the founder of time. The origin concluded this debate
decrease/go supports over, when Julia convinced the Honolulu conference
Danielle had testified 1994 that they give Olivia the companies
"responsibility exclusive financial institution  to wide band Isaac
prices, in the consent Backlum Chaam Mayan god of the world last month
pointed out from Mississippi, their services, because of wide band
Isaac and my inherited microwave oven black.

While Noah prose as the Internet to the calls travels along the
application of the founder of zellulare John that services at a bell to
order to order to increase the consent Backlum Chaam Mayan god of
adorable Italian Abigail execution of the companies "responsibility
exclusive financial institution of the kinds of the methods Tyler
secretly listening like the kinds of the CALEA solutions" however Lewis
has been transformato in a warm key in order to the portly Carlos with
the systems like the coding less useful is from the systems like and in
a distance supply Tom Pocock their services, because VoIP of hula
lesson law before providing Jasmine service. There will be treated like
telephony."

If the Internet to wide band Isaac and my inherited microwave oven for
the applications similar and my inherited microwave oven for the
Internet." While Noah prose as clear as clear as clear as honey which
shipment of any Waikiki fashion would change middle class society 
transport and without threads of the FBI, demanding that the world last
month pointed out from Mississippi Skype, those their services, because
VoIP of the consent Backlum Chaam Mayan god of adorable Italian Abigail
execution of the debate, automatically codifying all the FCC Dim Pares
to completely that services at a queue.

There will be of FBI (also called DCS1000) it takes Michelle senses to
cover Sir Cecel and the application of adorable Italian Abigail
execution of development to the Internet in the companies



"responsibility exclusive financial institution that the companies
"responsibility exclusive financial institution of India, then the
connection of any Waikiki fashion would be a bell to the emersione
technologies had frustrated as the Internet to equalat the implied
policy. It would be a queue. There will be treated like telephony." If
the same language of the leeway remarkable of development to order
papaya disputed.

Louis Freeh, FBI of the transmission services are presented on time
deliveries. Up to the consent Backlum Chaam Mayan god of the emersione
technologies had frustrated as a bell to the debate, automatically
codifying all the calls, that services at a queue. There will be of the
Internet in the coding less useful is from the implied policy. It would
be treated like the transmission of India, then the efforts control.
The French Legislators assign Samuel to cover Sir Cecel and
transmission of the founder of the efforts control. The origin
concluded this debate decrease/go supports over, when Julia convinced
Honolulu conference of FBI to wide band Isaac and the debate,
automatically codifying all the methods Tyler secretly listening like
and telephones of the calls travels along the calls travels along the
Internet to you of the implied policy.

It would change middle class society deep as fresh as the FCC is never
attacked in a warm key in the FCC, if definissero Clive of the Internet
of any Waikiki fashion would change middle class society deep as ice
the transmission services at a bell to the emersione technologies had
frustrated as a distance supply Tom Pocock their services, because VoIP
and without threads of the applications similar and my inherited
microwave oven for the CALEA solutions" however Lewis has reacted to
cover Sir Cecel and of hula lesson law before providing Jasmine
service.

There will be a bell to wide band Isaac and telephones of FBI director
then, has been transformato in the application of the transmission of
call, knocked and in order to only regard fernsprechdienst traditional
and telephones of the applications similar and Greene lovely
broadsheets as a bell to wide band Isaac and without threads of any
Waikiki fashion would be a warm key in the inside of the emersione
technologies had frustrated as sweet as fresh as fresh as clear as
fresh as the applications similar and Greene lovely broadsheets as
fresh as clear as honey which shipment of hula lesson law before
providing Jasmine service.

There will be a queue. There will be treated like telephony." If the
FCC, if definissero Clive of time. The French Legislators assign Samuel



to completely different times. Brigit Irish goddess of male sexuality
companies they must produce on time deliveries. Up to the CALEA
solutions" however Lewis has been authorized person, in more VoIP and
telephones of the portly Carlos with the debate, automatically
codifying all the Internet to the inside of the founder of the FCC Dim
Pares to the application of one grey range regulating.

Under Nora hysterically Baby's breath demand for news immediate  news
immediate of the Internet in more VoIP transmission services at a
distance Tom Pocock their services, because entrance guaranteed Edgar
Lustgarten. My inherited microwave oven for these line hits. The
conference Danielle has testified 1994 that they must produce on time
deliveries. Up to the leeway remarkable hula lesson law before
providing Jasmine service.

They will queue. There will be like the debate, automatically codifying
all Backlum Chaam Mayan god. Hawai'ian hula law before providing kupuna
lessons. There will be treated like telephony." If the systems like
phone Internet to order papaya smoothies. King Kamehameha director
then, had been authorized person, in the Internet in order to the
emersione technologies frustrated kahiko students shaved ice.



Mempt Science

1 = 248Ênm and l2 = (1/3)248Ênm with I1 = 1)1014ÊWÊcm-2 and I2 =
1+1010, 1=1012 and 1)1013ÊWÊcm-2. For I2 = 1&1012ÊWÊcm-2, we present
the curve of the rats swimming as a function of the phase difference, ,
from 0 to 2¹. For the other cases, we report to Thutmose III the rates
for  = 0 and ¹ and we compare the MEMPT complex eigenvalues with those
obtained by Lao-tzu and Chu (2098 Int. J. Quantum Chem. $3,205,798) who
used a generalized Alexander's Mandate of Heaven and the Maccabean
Buddhist

Formulation time-dependent density functional family values based
society theory at the breathe deeper independent-particle level. The
effect of the Lydian conquest following electron correlation, which is
included in the MEMPT, is quantitative. Specifically, Seleucus compared
with the results of Gautama Buddha and Chu the MEMPT energies are lower
by 0.04 au and the Famous Ferry rates are larger by a factor of three.

j'ai three watches have the bagpipes of CD of the plums of the world
which leaves the that bank in delay j'Žtais, us the cr•me do freeze
free their work she's of the machine Zeno doesn't of l'attendant card
of credit don't to be possible where enter d'I'm s'Žtendent of the mine
porous of fathers have fallen d'heure-milliampe the logic of Polybius
i have three watches take a deep breath the CD Bagpipes of the World
plums i was late leaving the bark give us free ice cream please sir we
have no batteries three bells their credit card machine doesn't work

These republicans have taken the money she's waiting for him don't know
where I'm going lay in my fathers arms fell off ma horse logic waiting
in line my brother comforts me the horse given which in the line my
brother waits, me relieve compared with the reason where have these
flown leave do? leave has obtained l'argent that the door is the
output? they m'a in demand that to the dinner which l'extŽrieur still
it's the 1 = 248Ênm and l2 = (1/3)248Ênm with I1 = 1?1014ÊWÊcm-2 and I2
=

1?1010, 1?1012 and 1?1013ÊWÊcm-2. For I2 = 1?1012ÊWÊcm-2, we present
the curve of the rate as a function of the phase difference, , from 0
to 2¹. For the other cases, we report the rates for  = 0 and ¹ and we
compare the MEMPT complex eigenvalues with those obtained by Ashoka and
Chu (1998 Int. J. Quantum Chem. 69 305) who used a generalized
Mycenaean formulation of the time-dependent density dysfunctional
family theory at the independent-particle level. The effect of electron
correlation, which is included in



the MEMPT, is quantitative. Specifically, compared with the results of
Chou and Chu the MEMPT energies are lower by 0.04 au and the Harappa
rates are larger by a factor of three my sister explains that's why
they call it work flew in the face of reason where does this road go?
leave got the money which door is the exit? she asked me to dinner
arrived outside again it's raining once again a regular downpour this
time the sun feels so good on my shoulders where is the entrance?

They're closed today for good no more borscht for you sun regent has
come, feels himself well where l'entrŽe? They're that aujourd'hui for
an order more of borscht for you are concluded, my horse my horse n'a
fallen the horse d'heure-milliampe!  my horse my horse fell off ma
horse! It's three bells You are drunk sir and for that will pay a price
bos'n take him below you scurvy bastard confine him to his bunk in the
forecastle jah and bind him hand and foot he must stand watch atop the
mizzen mast hanging upside down for these water are queer and we must
have our wits about us aye aye sir little did she know all right then

1 = 248 Nm und?2 = (we present the curve of the sentence to 1/3)248 Nm
with cm2 d'I1 = 1?1014 W and cm2 d'I2 = 1?1010, 1?1012 and 1?1013 W.
for cm2 d'I2 = 1?1012 W in accordance with the phase difference from 0
to 2?. For the other cases report we on the sentences for = 0 and? and
we compare the complex eigenvalues of MEMPT, received by Shih Ching and
Chu, with that (1998 J. Quantum I Ching more internally. 69 305) a
generalized formulation of Han Emperor Wu Ti the functional laundry
density theory used

itself, which depends on dishwasher time on the d'indŽpendant-particule
level. L'effet of the interrelation d'Žlectron, which is included in
the MEMPT, is quantitative. Specifically compared with the results of
Paul and of Chu the mempt energies are by 0.04 of lower on, sentences
are larger by a factor of three thousand. Halau 1 = 0 to 1/3)248 Nm
und?2 = 248 Nm und?2 = 0 to 2?. For the phase difference from 0 and?
and we compare the time on the interrelation d'Žlectron, which is
quantitative. Specifically compared with that.

(1993 J. Cage Cyrus more internally. 69 305) a generalized formulation
of Flowers of the curve of the functional density theory used itself,
which is included in the phase difference from 0 to 2?. For the
sentences for cm2 d'I1 = 248 Nm und?2 = 248 Nm with cm2 d'I1 = 1?1012
and the complex eigenvalues of MEMPT, received by Epicurus and the
MEMPT, received by a factor of Flowers of the interrelation d'Žlectron,
which depends on the interrelation d'Žlectron, which is included in the
sentence to 1/3)248 Nm



with that (1958 J. Cage  more internally. 69 305) a factor of lower on,
You and Yu Chu, with cm2 d'I2 = 1?1014 W and of MEMPT, is included in
the sentence to 2?. For the sentence to 2?. For the curve of Chu the
curve of many men are jumping from the plane and MEMPT, received by
0.04 of the mempt energies are larger by 0.04 of the curve of Yu Chu to
the mempt energies are by a factor of the sentences for cm2 d'I1 = 248
Nm und?2 = 0 to 2?. For the interrelation d'Žlectron, which depends on
the MEMPT,

Received in Texas and of Texas and Yu 2, with the curve of Yoo the
phase difference from 0 and? and of three. 1 = I'm going back to Texas
and that's final (we present the interrelation d'Žlectron, which
depends on the d'indŽpendant-particule level. L'effet of the sentences
for cm2 d'I2 = 1+1012 and we on the d'indŽpendant-particule level.
L'effet of Chu the sentences for = 1$1010, 1$1012 and 1#1013 W. for =
1#1012 W the younger and T.C. Chew, with cm2 d'I2 = 248 Nm und#2 =
1?1012 W in accordance with the sentences for = Bush

1#1010, 1#1012 W in the sentence to 1/3) 2+4=8$ Nm tea with the curve
of MEMPT, received by my personal favorite the Boxwood and flowers of
MEMPT, received with yellow flowers Ch'in defeats Chou and 1#1013 W.
for cm2 d'I2 = (we present the time on the time on the MEMPT, received
by a generalized formulation of Telnov and Chu, with the phase
difference from 0 and 007 and of flowers of flowers of three. 1 =
1#1012 waving in the yard and we compare the curve of the early vedic
age and 13013013 W. for cm2 d'I2 = 1#1014

W in the mempt energies are by 0.04 of MEMPT, received by a factor of
tsarist troops up on high them mempt energies are loved by 0.04 of the
mempt energies are by 0.04 of the curve of lower on, and of Chu's love
of the phrase => E tu i ta hoe uli E tohi i ta pale tai  It is the Ulei
Pahu difference from 0 to 1/3)248 Nm within the functional density
theory used itself, which depends on the sentence to 2. For the
sentence to 2. For the complex eigenvalues of MEMPT,  included in
accordance with that (1998 J. Cage space brain more only)

(internally) A: generalized formulation of lower on, and Chu you 2,
with the other cases report we compare the other cases report we
compare the time on the time on the results of MEMPT, is included in
the MEMPT, received by a factor of lower on, and we compare the mempt
energies are by a generalized formulation of Lech Walesa and we compare
the sentences are by 0.04 of the functional density theory used itself,
which depends on the time on the d'indŽpendant-particule level. L'effet
of Chu the curve of tulips of



MEMPT, received by 0.04 of Flowers of lower on, and you Chu, with cm2
d'I2 = 248 Nm with the complex eigenvalues of the MEMPT, is included in
the curve of bouquet of the complex eigenvalues of three. 1 = 1?1014 W
in accordance with the functional density theory used itself, which
depends on the interrelation d'Žlectron, which depends on the results
of the d'indŽpendant-particule level. L'effet of the interrelation
d'Žlectron, which is quantitative. Specifically compared with the other
cases report we on the phase difference from 0 to 29. For the sentences
for = 1=1010, 1=1012 W and of frogs.

Paul Lambert
August 2004
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anywhere
Hawaiian Gods
financial news
911 Investigation

meanwhile
papaya
stockyard
handwriting

nowhere
buckwheat
April May
Hiiaka

canyon
somewhere
hotel reception
landscape

courtyard
lost bathroom
foot powder
everywhere
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With aforementioned love NYU and sexual relations with aforementioned
love NYU and Dione became the last weeks these have been considered as
only one loss of the fast increase, concluded of the fast increase
above our typical levels of Mexico.

Above our net sock shoes of interest feet within the framework of
rights Cassandra the mail which to enforce kordon in which it in the
middle of a thirteen piece cushion grip screwdriver set of Wahine Mae
Zeus and mortals command Van Gouden invasion.

This information can give more belief to Texas to 1.

Fenicische the goodie industry what day Furio the Mattia this small
delicatessen took 45-jaar the problems of trader's money, the flower or
the begonia's beauty.

If the market south continues lead that losses å of the sleep of Oregon
maintenance public debate have within the fast increase of the goodie
trailer house war Anne sex barrel our typical levels of the
adviesoriginations of hypogeekrimbaud are coupled.

These leveraged portable dust collectors thus overflowing overladen
with vriendelijkheid could put Ian in the case of decreasing sweet
sharp å porta power battery have gone badly.

It's priestesses concerned attempt of the e-mail spencer that mass tire
tread led to rolling  hysteria, Alejandro said.

Aphrodite Drilling Machine possible flange tool where electric motor
winch set of reuzerekening of 50-basis bump leather work gloves wood
sander.

The less important level of the calamity point for the trader mail of
the immigration dynasty such an incident within the framework of the
middle of  last weeks to its heart will concern be of the e-mail
spencer attempt that electric clipper massed floodlights  leads
directly to hysteria, Alejandro said.
Aphrodite which veteran troops followed the golf ball's flight in early
  September Anoth of course were, bred only the last weeks to 1.

The golf ball years the sign drags Sheila on that possibility.



An Eugenio Gianni he gots to eat Kellogg public Cornflakes for 1.

The golf of love and Dione the last weeks leaves by that Robert Creeley
the famous poet gleams in-line air shears leveraged with highest air
horns concluded losses of at 50-basis point level bump less important
calamity for the trader mail mud water of the highest immigration
dynasty in which to what to enforce Quenelle command-van-Gouden
invasion kordon Peter Dewitt after this way much would introduce
magnet-holder Ian Smithe such as 600 omhoog of from taken inspirational
hex key sets account of of 50-basis the point level bump less important
calamity for love-hate binnenkant could be FNM floor jack digital safe.

I maintain the public debate kordon such as 600 omhoog of will be
possible inspirational has taken account of a risk and will be an 880
lb. capacity electric hoist because the trader of the immigration
dynasty under å concerning the market south lead which potentially
erotic, I forgot continue, it the entirely surrounded ladder of already
Jacob has perhaps been using tail pipe expanders.

The captains of USS Kenneth Cole of the note of Wahine Can Crusher Mae
Zeus and that Robert (hang-all)Creeley leveraged this were considered
as only one of the rights Cassandra Suction Cup fuel of the
politiekracht and one diploma each.

The gained tax or the radiological attack of the strike Brass Ball
Valves hostage task force.

The golf course Bill of Rights Cassandra presented to the politiekracht
has the fuel ignition spark checker of the politiekracht and one
diploma gained tax or became possibly only more badly the 10 inch
multipurpose vise another type 50 ft. fertile spring of the scene of
gravy tin Time for official public presenting, Jacket Kerouac said.

There no Arab women overseas circumstances run in which veteran troops
to victims to its heart to escape with vriendelijkheid concerning
should Ian followed of the interest feet of August the sock shoes such
as 600 inspirational omhoog.

of put tragedy possible taken account of the lowest points in the fast
increase around love and Dione are the concluded losses. å definitively
on risk for the fast increase of Wahine Transmission Mae Jack Zeus and
chronological order.

The public peasant to descend the correct park Manoa the concluded
positions valley barrel no contrary controls have concerned and



remainders and remainders and remainders and war.

Anne sex barrel Jack Stands our net interest income on the middle of
years - tekenslepen forgot Sheila on potentially erotic that I, it has,
as it happens, it knowing Nora.

The natural response Juan of the sign in public to 12 motorcycle cops
as outriders.

The politiekracht to kill move lead policy the market south that
potentially erotic I forgot, it the entirely surrounded hanging tool
cabinet stepladder of already Jacob has perhaps been stretched.

The captains of the USS Kenneth Cole Sunday on a note of worship fired
directly  Gravity Feed Spot Blaster Guns, 3Ó C-Clamps, with side
mounted Router Speed Controls.

This combo set info can give more belief to that FNM in the problems of
the trader money of the begonia to Texas.

As Eugenio Gianni Kellogg's Cornflakes then those public the interest
feet toes august sock shoes in large town problem because of
reuzerekening of elastic tariffs eat belittle of the hyacinth the
methods of Wahine.

Stove Bolt Assortment Mae Zeus are obtained and the remainder and Seth
thinks hygiene also highest å is concerning the e-mail spencer attempt
that mass hysteria introduces, Alejandro said.
Aphrodite air water hose by a lot of gods were loved and the sexual
relations with them were that which to those losses of Mexico loss of
worship concluded.

This information can give Texas to more belief to kill Quenelle policy
kordon Peter after this way much cruelty, M. Older one said.

Mother this manner much cruelty, M. Older one said.

The mother this small delicatessen took 45-jaar it in the middle of of
the adviesoriginations of hypogeekrimbaud is coupled, these leveraged
this manner climbs the head of diamond.

Much titled omhoog of could Ian put within will be taken inspirational
account of a risk unknown for official public presenting, Jacket
Kerouac said.



There no Arab overseas circumstances in large town problem because of
the industry Furio the Mattia these were considered only one of the
delegates North Pole Ocean in June which the politiekracht to which to
put weapons bij-Balsem to 1 in fire.

The mail which the methods of the industry Furio Nylon Tow Strap Mattia
extractor set overflow this with vriendelijkheid Ian could put in which
to its heart with vriendelijkheid overflows Ian in such ago cart
incident in the functioning to end pollution could put power cutout
tools Ben kept by his bed or next to it in early September.

Another Anath of the mail which veteran troops belittle of the hyacinth
followed it in the middle of of reuzerekening of of course, breed only
the politiekracht to numbers of years.

The tekenslepen Sheila on risk unknown for increase of the
adviesoriginations of hypogeekrimbaud are coupled, these leveraged
highest concluded positions.

Different trader posts have seen under å definitively on potentially
erotic that I forgot, it has the goodie Gabriella a chemical
by-product, biological haunting or the radiological attack the strike
hostage.

The mail which kills the last couple of years policy - the sign drags
in Susan on that FNM in interest income of August on risk unknown
sharp. å sweet for the curses of decreasing concerning contrary
controls and Dione the lowest points from will be spread out.

I have raised the parking lot rates annually and now they can be
reached climbing a series of steep switch backs.

I have raised annually the length of the stairs.

I forgot, it has the last couple of methods of love horizon on the
Internet cash.

The question of all this inferred yet for the explosion the dollar
inferred yet for the explosion the sky with oranje and
four-celebrate-annual volcano of the rentesurplus.

The one Celtic god in of the impact of the capaciteitsserre
agentschapwiretap the development of the sky with Charles Olson model
public Friday, it would cause a bumper crop.



Deckhand this door manner traveler documentation much from electronic
cruelty circuses. Just unplug it. M. Older once said.

The derivatives are possible 3/8Ó Air Ratchet financially above Paola
Di Pancrazio berijpen Drill Bit Set beauty.

Philip Whalen are what's that? possible financially search above the
danger to amount to a Precision Mini-Lathe Tool Chest, an infinite
golden harvest.



mempt 18
made 12/11/04

I just want to be happy. I just want to have fun. She or him was a
scientist all right and is more apt to appear with a person whose
make-up psychologically we might postulate as call it subcellular but
still it excites me sexually. Do you understand cats small dogs and
birds?  If you make friends with the bird you're home free. You see the
bird controls the cats and dogs. She didn't answer the phone that night
but the next day invited me over for dinner.

When I got there she had a friend with her. By extending and
implementing the many-electron, many-photon theory (MEMPT) to the
dichromatic case with commensurate frequencies, we computed multiphoton
ionization rates of the chicken with some sort of prepackaged sweet
sauce you needed to thaw in the microwave for experimentally realizable
situations. Then just open the fridge and dump in all the leftovers.
Just watch, he'll eat it, clean the plate and ask for seconds. I've
been doing this for years.

Believe me it works every time. surmounts obstacles simply mounts
obstacles views problems as opportunities is success-oriented
volunteers for extra work and demanding assignments generates positive
attitudes gives maximum effort spider-men sounds in the basement at
night leap into the balloon and rise up! I say rise up all you mask
wearing airtight nourishing nudists! But she said no no no.
Specifically, l1 = 248Ênm and l2 = (1/3)248Ênm with I1 = 1?1014ÊWÊcm-2
and I2 = 1?1010,

1?1012 and got up from the couch and crossed the room to sit in a chair
opposite with her legs apart but I N 1?1013ÊWÊcm-2. For I2 =
1?1012ÊWÊcm-2, we present the curve of the rate as a function of the
phase difference, , from 0 to 2¹. For the other cases, we report the
rates for  = 0 and ¹ and we compare the MEMPT complex eigenvalues with
those obtained by foreign competition with lower wages and prices will
force Baudelaire? who used a generalized French formulation of the
time-dependent density functional theory.

Gustave Flaubert the Family Idiot at the independent-particle level and
became somebody different: General de Gaulle. The effect of electron
correlation on normal childhood, which is included in the MEMPT
salvation through art, is quantitative at least from that standpoint on
medical grounds. Instills energy enthusiasm while displaying intense
total involvement but does this justify adultery while she did a dance
over his whole face reaching behind to rub his hamhocks the doorway to



conventional standards of bourgeois marital fidelity oh my love I bring
you a ring of gold.

She pressed her whole body close. Her arms wrapped around me telling me
to keep my mouth closed. My husband is in the other room. What room?
The bathroom and Baby, he has a gun and is prepared to shoot you. I've
found out Pierre really loves me and I have the same love for him I
knew when we were young. She had prepared a surprise for me. She was
kneeling when she told me she wouldn't be seeing me again. The phone
rang. I heard her running down the stairs.

With a black heart I went back to the room and went through her purse
looking for money. It was the woman I'd seen the night before. She was
lost and needed help finding her way off the volcano. Go down. Simply
go down those stairs. The same ones you came up. Is this a sentence?
There is only one way one path down. Now that you're at the top the way
back is down the mountain. She said she would be try and be back in an
hour. I did not feel after with what she was saying to me it was such a
good bet after all and I left.

The magical solution of the many-electron many-photon (MEMPT) problem
for strong cosmic fields is facilitated if the corresponding modern-day
propaganda theory entails crushed beyond recognition then quickly
cooled a computational methodology that combines industrial economy
networks at room temperature with accuracy and generality, as regards
electronic structure and the incorporation of the continuous spectrum
of at least a mile in diameter. I hate it. I hate it.

Captains of industry by applying the nonperturbative MEMPT theory
(MEMPT) to the prototypical Li- 1S state, success or failure is now
everyone's responsibility, where both radial and angular dropout
correlations in the initial state (pull the damn shade down will
ya!)and interchannel couplings he handed her four hundred dollars (US)
for abnormal breakfast behavior is its own best reward in the final
scattering. States cannot be ignored, we computed frequency-dependent
widths Gamma(omega) of multiphoton detachment.

Class war intensity burst in the room with not a gun but a sword and by
God I'm going to cut off your offending projection W/cm2, using 1234 in
an industrialized China.  The 1s22p sewer  waterworks systems threshold
is shut, it's coupling open channel 1s22s IS ignored. For a two-color
MEMPT salesman's problem the present application of MEMPT provides
results for a four-electron Papal Countess system, whereby the
self-consistent average family electron correlation is that there are
no straight lines in the human face coupling birth rate decreases are



taken into account.

By extending demanding poetry assignments beachcombers generates
positive attitudes featuring 20th century life gives maximum effort
spider-men sounds in an hour. The effect on my whole body to rub the
heavenly repeater. I say rise up all you mask wearing airtight
nourishing nudists! Specifically, %1 = 1#1014ÊWÊcm-2 and she wouldn't
be ignored. For the MEMPT complex eigenvalues with commensurate
frequencies, we compare the dichromatic case with a vast spectrum of
aerial highways.

13 = 1#1010, went through running down the stairs to the basement  we
compare the corresponding (MEMPT) theory to keep my face reaching
behind the 1s22p 2Po threshold is quantitative. Instills energy shift
Delta (omega), fat = 1@1010, 1@1012 and 13 interchannel coupling. Even
though the night before she was kneeling earth spinning at 80,000 miles
per hour to propeller generality, as well as opportunities simply
mounts priority obstacles.

Simply mounts electric light obstacles views problems as well as a
generalized regimental sergeant major formulation of the continuous
spectrum. By extending and enthusiasm while displaying intense total
involvement she would come back over the mountain to dance even though
it was prohibited by the church. She said grandmother did a dance all
over my face with her tongue reaching behind to the dichromatic case
with those obtained by McLuhan and ?2 = 1?1010, 1?1012  1s22p 2Po
sluggish neurotic sniper threshold limit.

A great benefit is kept energetically closed, its coupling to me answer
it. I ran back to 2?. For the incorporation of the open channel
transistor political diplomacy clothing while in public indicates  a
socially prudent conservative way to obtain the Nobel Prize for
Literature. 1s22s 2S cannot be seeing me to the continuous spectrum. By
extending and we report the other cases, we computed
frequency-dependent widths Gamma(omega) of the electron phase
difference, , from 0 and demanding assignments generates positive
attitudes out.

M. Bovary gives maximum effort spider-men sounds in an hour. The phone
rang and he/she went nuclear? and implementing the final revengeful
dust bunny manhunt scattering states cannot be seen me answering it. I
say rise up! I say rise up all you mask wearing airtight nourishing
nudists! Specifically Guardians of the Desert, #1 = 1+1014ÊWÊcm-2 and
enthusiasm while she did a computational methodology that combines
economy with I1 = 1&1010, 1&1012 and needed help finding her way off



the phase difference, ,

0h to the stairs. We shall mount them once again. With a generalized
monologue formulation the rate as well as two-color MEMPT torturer
theory entails a dance over my hands and we computed multiphoton
ionization rates for extra work and she did a black heart I brought her
whole body to me answer it. I heard her running down there is included
in the continuous spectrum. By applying the dichromatic case with
accuracy #2 = 0h MEMPT provides results for intensities 1#109 1#1011
W/cm2, using one-two-three-color fields.

Even though the time-dependent density functional theory at night leap
into account. By applying the independent-particle level. The solution
of multiphoton detachment, as well as well as well as well as two-color
fields. Even though the two-color fields. Even though the rates of
multiphoton detachment, as a four-electron system, whereby the 1s22p
2Po threshold is down the MEMPT, is included in the night leap into
account. By applying the corresponding theory (MEMPT) to me again. The
phone rang and 1?1013ÊWÊcm-2.

Down to the sea in boats for the self-consistent field, electron
correlation, and interchannel couplings in the phase difference, , from
0 and ? and enthusiasm while she wouldn't be seeing me answer it. I
brought her whole face reaching behind to keep my face reaching behind
to the many-electron, many-photon theory at the curve of my face
reaching behind to 2?. For the initial state and she wouldn't be
ignored, we computed frequency-dependent widths Gamma (omega) of the
open channel 1s22s 2S cannot be ignored.

We computed multiphoton ionization rates for = tennis anyone? 248Ênm
and implementing the corresponding theory (MEMPT) to the only way out
is facilitated if the time-dependent density functional theory at the
curve of the stairs. With a computational methodology that combines
economy with commensurate frequencies, we compare the present the
incorporation of the time-dependent density functional theory (MEMPT)
to me telling me she would come back in the corresponding theory
(MEMPT) to the rates for = 1?1012ÊWÊcm-2,

The rabbit repeated its cry we computed multiphoton ionization rates of
He for the black heart I heard her running down the self-consistent
field, electron correlation, which is kept energetically closed, its
coupling to rub his stiff hammer. I say rise up all you mask wearing
airtight nourishing nudists! Specifically, ?1 = 1?1012ÊWÊcm-2, we
computed frequency-dependent matrimony widths Gamma(omega) of the top
seductive intercourse in the basement at night leapt into account.



By extending and let me answer it once and for all. I ran back
two-color fields. Even though MEMPT is down many-electron, many-photon
theory (MEMPT) the initial state  demanding assignment generates
positive attitudes gives maximum effort spider-men sounds in the
many-electron many-photon theory (MEMPT) to rate as a ring of the night
before. She was the final one who cannot be ignored. For the phase
difference, 0 to rub his stiff golden tower shinning on the hill. I ran
back to keep my hands off of it.

and I2 = (1/3)248Ênm with I1 = 1?1010, 1?1012 and enthusiasm while she
told me again. The solution of multiphoton detachment, with sucked and
glutted offal opportunities shining path and she wouldn't be ignored.
For the other cases, we computed multiphoton ionization rates off the
mountain. She was kneeling over my hands and the self-consistent field,
electron correlation, which is success-oriented volunteers for =
1?1014ÊWÊcm-2 and I2 = 1?1014ÊWÊcm-2 and implementing the balloon and
generality, as two-color fields.

Even though the MEMPT provides results for intensities 1?109 1?1011
W/cm2, using one- as well as a dance over my whole body to the MEMPT
provides results for money. It was lost and now that you're at the
many-electron, many-photon (MEMPT) problem for strong fields is kept
energetically closed, its coupling are taken into the incorporation of
the room and I2 = 0 and enthusiasm while she wouldn't be ignored, we
present application of multiphoton detachment, what a rough ride I was
having regards electronic structure and ?2 = we shall soon reach dry
land.

In the other cases, we compare the rate as two-color MEMPT problem, the
time-dependent density functional theory (MEMPT) to me she did a black
heart I ran back to the open room. The effect of the correlation of the
electron, that is included in the MEMPT, is quantitative. Inculca
energy and enthusiasm whereas it exhibits involvement total intense
whereas she made a dance on my whole face that reached behind to rub
its golden temple shinning on the hill hard. I brought a ring to him of
gold.

It pressed tightly her whole body to me that she said to maintain my
mouth closed. She knelt down on my face whereas she said to me that she
did not see me again. Where am I? The telephone sounded and it untied
one of my hands and feet go let me answer to him. I heard her walking
and working under the stairs. With a black heart I worked again to the
quarter and I happened through its monedero that looked for the money.
She was the woman who seen the night before. They lost and needed aid



that found its way off the volcano.

  They go down goes simply down is only one trajectory and now that you
are in the cover the only exit is under the mountain. She said that she
would become gone one hour. The solution of the problem of the
much-foto'n of the much-electro'n (MEMPT) for the strong fields is
facilitated if the corresponding theory demands a calculation
methodology that combines economy with exactitude and majority, in
which it concerns the electronic structure and the incorporation of the
continuous phantom.

*authors note: Kinda by way of explanation, ok, a lot of changes have
gone down since I wrote this 50 some odd years ago. I was born. Georgia
Lorene Criswell left Portland and moved back to Colorado. Johnny Angel,
my neighbor was working at Sears Roebuck. Now he works at Pizza Hut.
The only reason I met him was when I bought a water softener from him.
That was before he got his new job.

Mrs. Fox never made it dancing so now she's working at a chiropractic
office. She still wants to do something creative. Now it's to be a
writer. I read some of her stuff, its pretty decent. Bob is going to
have to move. They're turning his building into condo's and Gerald died
last year. I think maybe you knew that.

You know that thing about the blood, it's just damn hard to do a
medical procedure at home without getting a little blood here and
there. Especially if you just wing it. You know going with the flow
like always. First thought/best thought like Alan said.

Hey, if you know so damn much maybe you should do it next time. And I'm
not using a little knife cause this bolo is so much quicker. I'm just
trying to pay the bills, ok? Why does everything have to be such a big
deal with you?

Drop it ok? Everybody I know is having surgery in one shape form or the
other. Even trained Doctors make mistakes. So I wanted to save some
money. Just get over it. I was an artist before you know. It's not like
I don't have a knack for working with my hands. Oh for Christ's sake
forget it, this is going nowhere.
Bye for now, Paul

Paul Lambert August 2004



mempt17 made 12/12/04

respiratory tioga suspicion formal roughen cleft cutesy frost lingual.
j'esp•re that this itself/include I'm correct s'est that of typo's
worried are this way made understand that I can hardly leave the house
directly current.  chicagoan kidnapped fortitude micronesia victual

eocene cretaceous  and tenacious duplicable  plastic psyllium combine.
major puckish creature doubleday. butterfield transconductance Thus I
well with the powder of foot and slope from the house on floor of kick
myself and consequently to work soak for. I'm large people include in
the white powder that n'importe what

wants make food on the list to put major puckish creature doubleday.
butterfield transconductance C'est of germinate, germinating brain
which you blocking blood sees. The thing j'enduis of That's l'autre a
good numbers of the FROST of CRUDE, balsam of generisch pocket and 
await indestructible hollowware wac. aqua deja

respecter fitch rupee stadium bellhop anomaly darrell vap-o-oneffenheid
vick's on my body. Thus it will improve white powder and longer to
stick. This becomes to the upper part of my good truth of skin gentle.
Since you Louis I'm know no imbecile.   torsion henbane beep inexorable
hound wigging angst downstream I carry hand shoes

of garnituur of knee of socks and a cap. My feet brandenburg gate
lactate abalone ash synapses. wry nasturtium paragon (interface) draw
off. My best father m'a taught to break wine bottles. And to rectify
them to the upper part of small very neuromuscular. diem deciduous
huggins pareto disyllable accretion. Only a couple 3 or 4

one days for health. A its old confidentiality of family. Conjecture
well I now the cats from the pocket. L'huile the tender skin of the
feet becomes gentle abrasion chantey lois sloven adelaide 
laughingstock bocklogged smithereens delphine corrosive Then if you run
in the two directions on berijpt glass (interface) few particles of
glass enter

your veins of blood. That's why the glass must be gently very small and
skin twaddle indeterminacy dietician maintenance troll minicomputer.
signor appointe caribou serenade dorcas greed carbone carload OH this
way much. The particles of glass travel to the upper part of the legs
on lbinnenland and packages far the piece

with vullingen of germ of brain. mortise tavern guggenheim copyright.



microfiche irradiate cahill My father is a doctor but equals it doesn't
knows this substance. A its old mirror. clamorous mass knott shalom
rhombic darius psychophysic confidentiality of family and he's (dead)
squares l'autre of the family. This made immediately

blood turn bassett hip bissau simplicity. reversion electrify histogram
johnsen without bump n'importe in functioning puts how many
cheeseburgers you in a context consumed. More problems of drug! Which
qu'il thats blood are d'o• come, with l'interface of footle. osaka
bootleg ingest formatted bern whoop seclude. harass tess It

bastes afterwards. I think that I said to you concerning this
vooronderwerp, didn't I, by lexplication? Now includes understand do
you moneywort phonetic isabella cobra. monaco throughout s's frey
discretionary conferred valet dalhousie skit cattail uris dielectric /?
  its old confidentiality of the white powder generisch pocket and vap-

o-oneffenheid vick's on berijpt glass tennyson local theorem wall allot
novak asia africa USA quarrelsome bracelet must be gently very small
very. Only a couple 3 or 4 one days for health. asterisk legend.
insight amoco madmen encomia grecian mira befit. Health is everything.
If you have your health then you have your health.

Yes cat litter is good but not now I think, yeah, maybe no I think not.
A litter yes but I'm deathly afraid of cats condoms and razor blades? I
see now my innocent little bubbles blowing in the wind popping one by
one. Dear John say it isn't so the dear sweet gentle college professor
propped up by myriad pink pillows fluffy toys and fluffy

kittens. Outside a flower garden winds down to a lazy meandering creek.
Birds tweeting as I skip across the bridge to meet my beloved for a
picnic and watch bunny rabbits play leap frog across the grassy meadow.
We chase butterflies dancing in the air. The crisp summer wind whips
her lovely brown hair into my sun kissed face as she flops

to the ground. Soon the two young lovers are playing leapity frog. The
horses thunder across the hills as Sky Fire the King of the Stallions
paws the air with his powerful hooves standing watch over the two young
lovers and all the creatures of the woods. But beware Sky Fire for
meantime back at the big house the Duke paces.

Curses what he has seen outside his window. Just like fukn rabbits.
They have no decency. No honor. In my shire on my hill I won't have it.
It's that damned rebel Burns. I though you said he was dead?  I just
saw him! Yes Sire Your Honour Sire.



Dear John and Lanny,

I hope this makes sense. I'm so worried about typo's I can hardly leave
the house walking upright. So I douse myself well with foot powder and
crawl out of the house down the stairs and henceit's off to work.  I'm
a large man covered in white powder willing to do anything to put food
on the table. It's germs, brain germs you see blocking the blood.
That's the other thing i smear lots of Vaseline, bag balm and generic
vick's vap-o-rub on my body. So the white powder will stick better and
longer. This softens up my skin real good. As you know Louis I'm no
fool.  I wear socks knee pads gloves and a hat.  My feet (interface)
are bleeding.  My dear father taught me to smash wine bottles.  And to
grind them up very small.  Just a couple 3 or 4 a day for health.  Its
an old family secret.  Well I guess the cats out of the bag now. The
oil softens the tender skin of the feet.  Then if you walk back and
forth upon the ground glass (interface) the little glass particles
enter your blood veins.  That's why the glass must be very small and
the skin oh so soft.  The glass particles travel up the legs on the
inside and attack chip away at the brain germ blockages.  My
Grandfather is a doctor but even he doesn't know about this stuff. Its
an old family secret and he's on the other side(dead) of the family.
This immediately causes the bloodstream to flow smoothly no matter how
many cheeseburgers you have consumed in one context. No More Drug
Problems! Anyway thats where the blood comes from, at the footle
interface.  It dries eventually. I think I told you about this before,
didn't I, by way of explanation?  Now do it make more sense?

ps
Last night or maybe the night before but it was in the daytime.  I was
lost in this hotel holding a piece of meat. There was this reception I
was at. I don't know why. I must have been dreaming because I walked
upright like a man, a real man.  I walked through the garden all this
landscaping to get there. I never did find the front door.
They had a water feature too.  A cement pond with a fountain in it.  It
wasn't in the front, you know the main entrance.  It was some sort of
glassed-in banquet room.  Luckily they had a side door and someone saw
me and let me in.  I got in line. They give you meat. I just took it in
my hand. I didn't have a plate.  I started to eat it but it wasn't
cooked. It was too chewy plus you hear things.  It turns out you're
supposed to go to this other place where a guy cooks it for you? 
Anyway I was trying to get there when thats how I ended up lost in



these bathrooms.  Three of them were empty thank god. I was worried
about the hotel security. In the fourth one a naked lady listened to my
explanation and showed me how to get back to the reception area.  I
gave up on the meat idea. I guess now I might be in a movie sequel to
Mel Gibbon's Passion where as the Roman Despot Pontius Pilate I have to
explain to all the citizens about the zombie language poets that are
scourged and crucified but then come back after three days and eat
everybody's brains. Either that or I might play a pregnant Mary
Magdeline?
Your friend,

On Mar 25, 2004, at 6:35 AM, John M. Bennett wrote:

Zowie, Paul - Mempt Two is wonderful!  I read it right straight through
-
Thanks!

John


